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Alleged attack
not confirmed
by PD reports

NELLY, THIRD EYE BLIND A SUCCESS
Spring concert boasts high
attendance, low

many of

BY DANIEL OTTAUNICK

the administration?s concerns about on-campus
shows of this nature.
During the event, only three students were reported
as requiring medicaltransportation,which is significantly
lower thanthe 30-40 transportationrange of the previous

Heights Editor

two concerts held in Conte Forum.

On Friday, April 20, the UGBC hosted its annual Spring
Concert in Conte Forum, featuring Nelly and Third Eye

highly significant decrease in medical transportations, Michael Zarrilli, executive director
of campus entertainment for UGBC and CSOM ?l2, is
enthusiastic about the UGBC?s ability to continue hold-

Students debate the
issue via social media

Because of the

Blind. The concert, which was held after the cancellation
of the Fall Concert and an administrative review about
thefeasibilityof future concerts, was successful in allaying

BY DAVID COTE
News Editor

See Spring Concert, A4

Last weekend, Paige Rojas, A&S ?l5,
allegedly assaulted on consecutive
nights by a white male in a grey hooded
sweatshirt. According to Rojas? reports to
the BCPD, the alleged attacks occurred
near the Ignacio stairs early Saturday
morning, and then again early Sunday
morning outside Corcoran Commons.
In interviews, several administrawas

tors stated their belief that the events as
reported to BCPD did not occur. They
expressed their hope to work with any
students who may be concerned about
campus safety or hate crime protocol,

however.
Rojas said she believes she was targeted becauseofher race, stating that the
attacker called her a ?dirty Spic? before

attacking her.
The first attack is alleged to have
occurred around 1:40 a.m. Saturday
morning near the Ignacio stairs and
CampanellaWay, roughly 100 yards from
the BCPD station and near an emergency
blue box. The attacker allegedly used a
racial epithet during the assault on Rojas.
In her report to police, Rojas was unable
to describe the events of the attack exactly, butstated that the attacker grabbed

The annual Spring Concert sponsoredby the UGBC was held Friday afternoon at 5 p.m. in Conte Forum, featuring artists Nelly and Third Eye Blind. For a review of the concert, see page AlO.

See Rojas, A4

Osnato and Taziva choose UGBC senior cabinet
BY DAVID COTE
News Editor

very solid applicant pool, the number was
over 230. We feel as though we?re gonna

get a very solid cabinet out of that.?

Chris Osnato and Kudzai Taziva,
president elect and vice president elect
of the UGBC and both A&S ?l3, recently
selected their senior cabinet for the
2012-2013 academic year. The selection
of coordinators in each department will
take place over the coming week.
This year, applications were down
slightly from previous years, but total
applications still exceeded 230, according
to Osnato. Due to the lowerturnout, the

application deadline was extended by

a

few days.
?We extended the application out a

couple days and that upped our numbers
a bit,? Osnato said. ?Generally from years
past we are down a bit but we still have a

Selection of the 20 UGBC Directors
and Deputy Directors that comprise the
senior cabinet did not occur as it has in
the past. Osnato expressedhis hope that
their selections would bring UGBC in a
new direction.
?We were dedicatedto bringing in

the
best people,? Osnato said. ?If you look at
our senior cabinet andthe senior cabinets
of years past you notice some starkdifferences. Our campaign managerisn?t on our
senior cabinet.The campaign manager of
the other team is on the senior cabinet.
One of their head creative directors is on
our senior cabinet. One of their candidates, Jennifer Wanandi, is on our senior
cabinet. We selected the people that we

thought were going to execute at the highest levelfor next year and bring about the
best UGBC possible.?
Osnato and Taziva also decided on
some restructuring in the senior cabinet
positions, based on the idea that UGBC

large. Changes included
consolidating the multiple financial director positions into one Chief FinancialOfficer position, and making BC to Boston
its own department due to its growing
popularity. In making coordinatorselections in the coming weeks, Osnato and
Taziva left their selected directors and
deputy directors with a message to cut
has grown too

back if possible.

?The general message is to cut where
because the organization has

you can,

See Senior Cabinet, A4

DAY OF SILENCE BRINGS GLBTQ ISSUES TO

LIGHT

photos courtesy of

Schaeffer resigns from BOT
Trustee steps down

amid abuse scandal

Rev. Bradley M.Schaeffer, S.J. resigned
fromhis post on theBoston CollegeBoard
of Trustees on Thursdayfollowing public
criticism of therole he played in supervising a former Jesuit priest who allegedly
molested multiple young boys over several
decades.He had served on the University?s
Board of Trustees since 2004.
?As all in our community know, Boston
College is a wonderful, caring institution
of higher education,? Schaeffer wrote
in a letter to the Board of Trustees on
Thursday. ?I do not want to harm it or be
a distraction. Therefore, I am ending my
service as a trustee today.?
Last Sunday, The Boston Globereported
that Schaeffer was aware of sexual abuse

committed by

one

of his

most

famous

priests, Donald J. McGuire. Schaeffer did
not contact police or other authorities, but

/

helghts

eDltor

prison after state and federal convictions

of Calcutta and a world-travelingretreat
leader, sexually assaulted multiple young
boys over the course of more than a decade. McGuire, who was expelled from
the Jesuit order in 2007 and is now serving 25 years in a federal prison for child
sex abuse, allegedly traveled the world
with numerous young boys, who were
frequently victims of inappropriate massages and sexual contact.
As McGuire?s superior, Schaeffer has
come under much criticism for his lack
of action in Chicago. When he was appointed to the Board of Trustees in 2004,
however, McGuire?s crimes had not yet
been made public.
?While Father Schaeffer was being
considered for the Boston College board
no one on the board had knowledge of
Father McGuire and his disgraceful con-

instead
sexual disorder. McGuire left the
ment after only a few months.
Jesuit superiors also ordered that McGuire not travel withboys under theage of
18, but the rule was weakly enforced. The

duct,? University Spokesman Jack Dunn
toldThe Boston Globe.
At BC, Schaeffer serves as rector of
the Blessed Peter Faber Jesuit Community at the School of Theology and
Ministry. In August 2012, he will be
succeeded by Rev. James Gartland, S.J.,

article claims that McGuire continued to
sexually abuseboys until as late as 2003.

See Schaeffer, A4

sent McGuire to treatment

DAnlel lee

In a statement, Schaeffer, 62, has expressed ?deep regret? for failing to stop
the actions of McGuire, who is now in
for child sexual abuse.
The article in the Globe claimed that
McGuire, an associate of Mother Teresa

BY DAVID COTE
News Editor

BC Allies sponsoredthe annual Day ofSilence on Friday,bringing awareness to GLBTQ issues, and ending with a shout to end thesilence.

rev. Don Doll, s.J.

Rev. Bradley Schaeffer, S.J. (left) resigned from his position on theBoard of Trustees Thursday.
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Today
Time: 12 p.m.
Location: Walsh
Function Room

Make an appointmentonline at arc-bostoncollege.
genbook.com to donate
blood at Boston College?s
annual American Red Cross Blood Drive. Appointments generally take about 45 minutes
and are available every half hour. The drivewill
run todaythrough Wednesday.

Each year on 4/20, students and activists assembled on the Norlin Quad at the University of
Colorado to demonstratefor marijuana legalization. This year the protest went on as planned,
despite theadministration?s attempts to discourage
it. Observerstoldthe AssociatedPress that thatthe

Professor of Russian, English, and Jewish
studies named Guggenheim Fellow
Maxim D. Shrayer, a professor in Boston
College?s Jewish Studies program, has been
awarded a 2012 Guggenheim fellowship to research the experienceof Russian-Jewish poets
during World War 11.
Shrayer?s research focuses on the unique
perspective of Russian-Jewish poets witnessing the Holocaust. Many of these poets were
soldiers or journalists embedded with army
units. Their work was eventuallypublished in
the Soviet Union and, according to Shrayer,
broke the silence surrounding the Holocaust

Today
Time: 4 p.m.
Location: Higgins 225
Lisa Lynch, dean of Brandeis? Heller
School for Social Policy and Management, will discuss the nature of the
current employment crisis and various
policy responses to it.

20 years before it entered the North American
mainstream. In publishing these works, which

Women for others, Leaders for the Church

often about the immediateaftermath of
the Holocaust and other Nazi policies, these
poets faced immense governmental censorwere

Thursday
Time: 5:30 p.m.
Location: Heights Room

3

ship.

Shrayer is one of 181 other scholars, artists,
and scientists who were awarded fellowships
this year. He co-founded the Jewish Studies
program at Boston College in 2005.

Nancy Pineda-Madrid; Paula Ebben,
BC ?B9; and Elizabeth Stowe Fennell, BC ?O5 will discuss how one?s
personal, professional, and faith
experiences can contribute to the

students andother participants seemedto be there
for actual political reasons, rather than to smoke
under the pretense of activism.
Three peoplewere arrested for trespassing, and
at least one person was ticketed for possession.

Administrators closed off the campus for the
day, despite a lawsuit filed by Robert Corry, a
medical marijuana advocate, that its grounds are
public property.

LOCAL NEWS
Murdered Boston University
graduate student identified
Early on the morning of April 19,KanagalaSeshadri
Rao, a student at Boston University?s GraduateSchool
of Management, was found dead due to gun wounds
and headtrauma close to the intersection of Commonwealth Avenue and the Green Line in Allston.
Rao, originally from India, had enrolled in BU?s
17-monthprogram to earna master of science degree
in mathematicalfinance.
Police and BU officials believe this is an isolated
homicide.

Church.

FEATURED STORY

Top math and chemistry professors invited to BC
BY SAMANTHA COSTANZO
Asst. News Editor
Every year, Boston College?s mathematics and
chemistry departments invite one expert each to discuss his or her field of expertise. This year, the chemistry
department selectedCharles
M. Lieber, the Mark Hyman
Jr. Professor of Chemistry
at Harvard University. The
mathematics department
hostedRobert Ghrist, a math
professor at the University
of Pennsylvania. During lectures given last Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday
evenings, the professors
discussed nanotechnology
and applications of math,
respectively.
According to The Chronicle, Lieber has concentrated
on connecting nanotechnology and biology by using
novel synthesized materials.
His projects includeresearch
on how to detect disease
markers and create hybrid
tissue.
Lieber discussed the future of nanotechnology, the
synthesis and energy applications of nanowires, and the
ways in which biology and
nanotechnologyintersect.

DaNiel
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Charles Lieber, a professor at Harvard University and the top chemist of the decade, lectured at BC last week.
In January, he was awarded
the Wolf Prize in Chemistry
for his research and achievementsregarding semiconductor nanowires that have led
to significant developments
in the scientific community?s
understandingof the properties and uses of nanowires.

Largely considered second
only to the Nobel Prize, the
Wolf Prize is, according to the
Wolf Foundation?s website,
awarded annually to people
for achievementsin the fields
of mathematics, medicine,
chemistry, physics, agriculture, and the arts that pro-

POLICE BLOTTER
4/16/12-4/18/12
Monday, april 16
1:02 p.m. An officer filed a report regarding the arrest of Bc student Frank
rizzo. He was transported to BcDP
headquarterswherehe was booked and
-

laterbailed.
2:52 p.m.
An officer filed a report
regarding vandalism observed near
-

VandersliceHall.
4:59 p.m. An officer filed a report
regarding the unauthorized use of an
emergency blue light call box.
-

regarding a larceny of an Bc iD card.
the student was provided with the case
number to obtaina new iD from Student

-

to a Bc student who was transported
to a medical facility by Armstrong Am-

bulance.
10:31 p.m. An officer filed a report
regarding found property turned in to
this department.

and friendly relations among
peoples.?
Lieber was also named
the top chemist of the last
decade on Reuters? list of the
100 most influentialchemists
from 2000-2010.
Ghrist specializes in to-

pology, or the mathematical
study of holes. In his first
lecture, he discussed the reasons for various holes such
as why cell phones drop calls
and why healthy fast food is
impossible to find. His second
lecture focused on the Euler characteristic, a number
that represents a topological
space?s structure, and how
it can be applied to network
data application. Ghrist gave
his final lecture at BC about
sheaves, a topological tool
that helps integrate local data
into the greater global structure, and their new applications to problems regarding
networks and sensing.
Ghrist is one of 14 Penn
Integrates Knowledge (PIK)
professors. The program
awards joint appointments
between Penn?s schools to
professors who can help students answer difficult questions that encompass more
than one academic field of
study. Ghrist has been appointed to the faculty of both
the Department of Electrical
and Systems Engineering in
the School of Engineering
and Applied Science and the
Department of Mathematics
in the School of Arts and Sciences at Penn. n

VOICES FROM THE DUSTBOWL
?If you could bring back any deceased
performer for Modstock, who would you

?Michael Jackson.?
?Christian Helleberg,
wcAS ?l2

12:00 p.m. An officerfiled a report regarding an injury to a Bc employee who
was transportedby cruiser to a medical
facility.
-

An officer filed a report
regarding assistance provided to a Bc
student who was transported to a medical facility by cruiser.

1:34 p.m. An officer filed a report regarding harassing phone calls received
by an employee.

?Bing Crosby.?
?Caroline McManus,
A&S ?l2

1:14 a.m. An officer filed a report re-
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3:42 p.m. An officer filed a report
regarding stolen property from a Bc
student. A detectivewill investigate.
-

-

Tuesday, april 17

Source: NatioNal

-

-

10:08 p.m. An officer filed a report
regarding medical assistance provided

mote ?the interest of mankind

Services.

1:09 p.m.

FOUR DAY
WEATHER FORECAST

University of Colorado administration puts out annual smoke-out

ON CAMPUS

The ongoingemploymentCrisis

2
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6:01 p.m. An officer filed a report
regarding a fire alarm activation in the
Mods. No fire department response
occurred. the cause for the activation
was determined to be heat from a hair
dryer.
-

?Jimi Hendrix.?
?Chris Lescinskas,
A&S ?l5

CORRECTIONS

-

garding suspicious circumstances surrounding a Bc student.

Wednesday, april 18
12:42 a.m. An officer filed a report re-

1:48 a.m. An officerfiled a report regarding property found at Stuart Hall,
which was stored at headquarters for
safekeeping.
-

10:25 a.m.

-

An officer filed a report

garding suspicious circumstances.

?Source: The Boston College
Police Department

?Biggie.?
?Molly Shea,
A&S ?l3

Please send
corrections to
editor@bcheights.com
with ?correction?
in the subject line.

Monday, April 23, 2012
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Living and
loving for
others

GREEN CORNER

Earth Day activities are
today!
-Plant a seed on the
Quad and get a free tshirt.

JOSEPH PASQUINELLI
My grandmother hasn?t got
much time left. As I?m writing this, she is lying in the

other room ?snoring? because she
hasn?t received dialysis in almost
two weeks. She will soon depart
from us.
When I learned we decided
against continuing dialysisand
put her in a home hospice program,I calledher to talk to her.
After I got off the phone with her
and my mother, I cried. I didn?t
tear up I bawledharder than
I ever have in my life. I?m not
-

go (she?s already
defied the odds), but I willbe
very sad?much sadder than I am
sure whenshe?ll

MAggie Burdge / heights editor

?New York Times? sports journalistBill Penningtonproposed changes to improve the NCAA in a lecture on Thursday.

Respected sports journalist
endorses benching freshmen
BY EI.ISF. TAYLOR
Heights Editor

basketball, which

now.

memory and walk with Grandma
Dorothy in our hearts.
I must begin by expressing

Last Thursday night in Fulton
511, New York Times sports journalist Bill Pennington gave a talk
to Boston College students titled
?Finding value?and our way?in
the minefield of BC Athletics.?
Pennington, who has received the
Associated Press Sports Editors
Awardsix times, hasbeen with the
Times since 1997.

gratitude for her.
Without her, I could not be at
Boston College. Not only did she

According to Pennington,
the NCAA and college athletics
in general have long been in a

finance what the government and

troubled state. Graduation rates
are falling, violations are increasing, and students are treating college as a simple stepping-stone to
the pros instead of an educational
experience. He cited the University
of Connecticut and University of

I don?t know what you believe?and I certainly don?t know
what I believe anymore?but
when she is gone from this Earth,
she will exist for us only in our
memories and hearts. I believe

that we all can be true to this

a great deal of

University did not, but she also
pushed me to succeed in my aca-

demics. I would ride the school
bus homefrom St. Agnes School
in second grade, and my grandma
wouldhelp me prepare for Sister
Kathleen?s arithmetic time tests.
Kentucky?s men?s basketballteams
We would spend the afternoon
in particular. The former is banned
from playing next season due to
repeating addition and subtraction. By the end of the year, I was
low graduationrates and the latter
sent numerous underclassmen,
tiedfor second in the class. Not
badfor an English major. My
even some freshmen, to the pros
after winning a national champigrandmotherknew what was important in the worldand chose to
onship.
help the people who were special
?They?re treating going to a
to her succeed in those important prominent college like being stuck
endeavors.
in O?Hare on a layover to Disneyland,? Penningtonsaid in reference
Grandma also told me many
stories from when she was a kid
to Kentucky?s team.
growing up in the neighborhood
Pennington then said he was
we all still live in. One of the first
ones I offer to people when I?m
forcibly cramming these stories
down their throats is that she
knew Al Capone. She said he was
an ugly man, but she liked him
because he would give her and
herfriends nickels, practically
a fortune to a seven year old in
the 19205, to spend at the candy
store.
Another story that I don?t

share, though, is how her family survived during the Great
Depression. Her parents (for
betteror worse) were too proud
to accept food stamps but relied
on the

going to focus on how to solve
these problems in football and

charity of their neighbors

who would give them bags of
rice. Not only did I inherit her
pride and disdain for plain rice,
but I also inherited this need to
give to and receive care from

others. This does not have to take
the form of traditionalalmsgiving, but we must be open to opportunities to be helped and help
others. I think this genetic desire

BY ANDREW MILLETTE
Assoc. News Editor
Last week, the Boston College

chapter of the American Association of University Professors
(BCAAUP) hosted two events
on campus as part of Quality
for Higher Education National
Awareness Week. BCAAUP is
one of 59 organizations across
the country that support the
Campaign for the Future of
Higher Education, an initiative

grandma?s time spent helping
me on time tests put me on the
path I have followed to become a

tion.
On

teacher.
When my parents were getting divorced, my grandma gave
my mother and me a place to
stay. This is the house where my
grandmaraised her family, where
my brother and I would go after
school, and now it is the house
where my grandmawill die. I
don?t think there?s any place she

wouldrather leave her physical
body than in this homewhere she
has made and done so much that
is good.
She will leave us, but the
physical and metaphoricalhome
she has made for us will remain.
Not only can my family and I
learn from her making of a home,
butall of us at BC and beyond

the importance of living
and lovingfor others. She is leaving her earthly home, but she will
continue on in our hearts, our
minds, and how we live our lives.
can learn

Joesph Pasquinelli is a staff
columnist for The Heights. He
welcomes comments at news@
bcheights.com.

television exposure and millions
of dollars in revenue.

?Does that mean that football
and basketball get to do whatever they want?? he questioned.
?The answer should be, no, no
they should not. The arm that
makes the money should not be
in charge.?
The answer to make college
athletics less of a rat race, said
Pennington, is a problem that is

almost impossible to completely
solve. Many solutions have been
proposed, including a popular
one that suggests paying student
athletes. Pennington said that this
will never be accepted because
it will hurt the appeal of college
athletics.
?Paying theseathletes seems to
be all wrong,? he said. ?It seems to
be going down the wrongpath and
will not be embracedby American
sports fans. The thought of being
paid to play is ridiculous.?
The answer, Pennington says,
lies within an old, long disregarded
rule that says college freshmen
cannot play varsity sports. This
was the case in the early 19705,
during the eras of Larry Bird and

be uniform across the whole nation, would, accordingto Pennington, eliminaterecruiting intensity,

teach patience, and calm downthe
crazed college environment. ?It
would symbolically enforce the
concept thatyou needto prove you
are a college student before you
represent the college,? he said.
Pennington also said there are
44,000 scholarships for Division
I, and over 90 percent of these

scholarships go to students not

?big? sports. The NCAA
should look at these students, see
what they are doing to succeed in
school and in sports, and learn
lessons from them.
?The college system isn?t broken,? he said. ?It just needs some
fine tuning.? n
in the

Wednesday, BCAAUP
hosted ?Faculty Speak Up/Speak
Out,? a meeting for all faculty and
graduatestudents to express their
concerns aboutfaculty participation in university decisions. Many
of the topics of discussion were
not new to the organization.

?When we sent out a faculty survey earlierthis year, the
same issues came up that we
were discussing when BCAAUP
originally formed,? said Susan
Michalczyk, assistant director
of the BC Honors Program and
vice president of the American
Association of University Professors. ?Major issues we are still
discussing are equalityfor nontenured professors and shared

governance.?

According to Michalczyk,
BC reflects the nationaltrendof
cutting non-tenured professors
and forcing tenured professors to
teach more and larger classes.
?We?ve lost full time and
part time non-tenured faculty
in recent years whose courses

have been cut after teaching for
15 years, who will now have to
survive teaching two courses for

?Rightside? organization.
-If it rains, EcoPledge
will be in McElroy and
the movie and evening
activities will move to the
Ignacio Lounge.

about $12,000 a semester with no
benefits,? she said.
BC is relatively unique, however, in the lack of shared goverthat faculty are awarded.
?Faculty want to participate
in something where their time
and energy is going to be respected,? Michalczyk said. ?We
nance

want shared governance?we
want faculty to serve in more

than just an advisory capacity
regarding major University decisions. BC lacks a faculty senate,
something that many other universities have.?
The BCAAUP also discussed
more recent issues in their meet-

about issues such as
academic freedom,? said Sean
Sweeney, A&S ?l4, a student
who attended Thursday?s event.
?From what I?ve seen, BCAAUP
is very receptive to what students
think, and I believe its members
focus on how to best serve stuconcerns

dents.?

Topics discussed at this event

included diversity on campus,
housing, and the manner in
which student organizations
and the Student Programs Office
work together. Though Sweeney
believes that undergraduates
may be more concerned with
issues that directly affect them,

division).
That means we recycled
57 pounds of material
per person over the eight
week period, an average
of seven lbs. per week!
Incredible effort!
-BC ranked seventh in
the ?Gorilla? Category
with close to 907,000
lbs. of recycled material.

-BC ranked 30th in
the ?Grand Champion?
Category with a recycling
rate of 48.69 percent.

-BC ranked 42nd in the
?Food Service Organics?
category, with almost
seven lbs./person of
organics recycled.
What does it mean for
the GHG Emissions:
Reduction of 628
metric tons of CO2
?

equivalent.
?

Equal to 334 cars off

the road.

Equal to the energy
consumed in 166
households.
?

Results of Recycle

2012:

Mania

Boston College IS
RANKED SECOND IN THE

GREAT JOB AND

COMPETITION!

CONGRATULATIONS
TO ALL WHO WORKED

Of the 605 Colleges
and Universities that
competed, Boston
College is No. 2 in the

TO MAKE THIS SUCH A
SUCCESS. Thanks to Eco
Reps, EcoPledge, UGBC,
Dick Range, and all the
BC custodial staff.

Unique program teaches
ethics through tragedy
BY SAMANTHA COSTANZO
Asst. News Editor
If those who do not know
their history are doomed to
repeat it, the graduate students
participating in the 2012
Fellowships at Auschwitz for

BCAAUP raises awareness for
lack of faculty influence at BC

which planned the week that saw
university organizations from
Massachusetts to California host
events to raise awareness about
the importance of a faculty voice
in the future of higher educa-

to serve others coupled with my

are often the
profitable sports for schools
because they provide national
most

Joe Montana. These sports icons
did not play their first year, had
successful college careers, and
earned their degrees all before
dominating the pros.
?I don?t think this is a coincidence,? he said. ?Recruited
athletes had times to acclimate
themselves to college and prove
that they wanted to be part of the
environment. It was a system that
weededout theathletes who didn?t
want to be in the classroom in the
first place.?
This system, which is as different from red-shirting, as it would

-Come to the showing
of Frozen Planet on the
O?Neill Plaza at 8 p.m.:
food, t-shirt design
competition. Winning
design gets printed on
t-shirts to be sold with
proceeds going to local
schools through the

competition (?Per Capita?

the Study of Professional Ethics
(FASPE) seminars are better off

than most.
FASPE selects up to 15
graduate students studying
journalism,law, medicine, and
theology each year to be part
of a two-weekprogram in New
York,Poland, and Germany
that uses the Holocaust to teach

students about modern ethical
issues facing their respective
fields of study.
Nicholas Collura and
Michael Rozier, S.J., both STM
?l4, were selected to participate
this year.
FASPE?s unique program
hopes that by exposing religious

Museum of Jewish History
in New York, the AuschwitzBerkenau concentration camp
in Poland, and the Wannsee
House, where Nazi leaders met

discuss plans for the Final
Solution, in Germany.

to

Because interreligious dialogue is central to the FASPE?s

seminary program, participants
will get to hear from various

religious leaders about contemporary ethics.
These include Khalid Latif,
the executive director and Imam
of New York University?s Islamic
Center; Mychal Springer, the director of the Center for Pastoral
Care at the Jewish Theologi-

cal Seminary; and

a

Holocaust

survivor.
In Europe, participants

will
explore both the historical and
cultural past of the cities of
Berlin, Auschwitz, and Krakow.
Seminar topics include promi-

and professional leaders to the

ethical challengesand failures
of past leaders, they will be able
to help makebetter decisions
in the future. It is currently
working on adding a program
for business students.?l decided
he believes that students who to apply because it seemed
ing.
?We talked about John Shea have attended BCAAUP events like a unique opportunity to
and the academicfreedom issue,? understand that the quality of study this tragic yet watershed
Michalczyk said.?We also agreed education at BC is related to moment in modern history
it was appropriate to ask for the
issues that the BCAAUP fights from a perspective of faith,?
resignation of Father Schaeffer.?
for which may not have a direct Rozier said in an e-mail. ?For
Theadministration?s handling effect on students.
me, something as big as the
of another current issue, the
?A lot of students are not Holocaust can?t help but bump
Belfast Project, represents to directly impacted by a faculty up against something as big as
the 120 members of BCAAUP senate or the way that faculty God.?
an example of problems between
represent themselves to the
The seminary program
BC administration and faculty administration, but eventually focuses on the topics of the fate
we are tangentially impacted by
that the organization was creof ?God?s image? in the shadow
that,? Sweeney said. ?If the facated to fix.
of the Holocaust; Christian
?We received a non-response ulty have a better system of churches and military chaplains
on the Belfast Project,? Michalcrepresentation, I feel like that in Nazi Germany; Pope John
zyk said. ?We sent a letter to the translates into a bettereducation Paul II and the encyclicals; postpresident that voiced our conexperience.?
war reconciliation, apologies,
cerns about the issue and then
Michalczyk and the BCAAUP and confessions; religious faith,
received a response from Dean recognize the value of a strong exclusivism, and temptations to
Quigley, which was surprising relationship between students prejudice and intolerance; and
because we didn?t write to him. and the faculty to create posidealing with authoritarianismin
tive change for both groups on religion and society.
This was an example of a non-response. Questions are asked, and
campus.
?I don?t want to go in with
the answercomes from someone
?The administration pays a defensiveshield made up
else in a fashion that does not more attention to students than of whatever I think I already
answer the question.?
they do faculty,? Michalczyk said. know or understand about the
BCAAUP hosted a second ?It is the efforts of students that Holocaust,? Collura said. ?I
event on Thursday that invited
have created change. Because of want to be vulnerable. I don?t
undergraduates to meet with both student and faculty awareknow what I will bring back
faculty and discuss ways in which ness, we got Father Schaeffer?s from this encounter, but it will
resignation. I think we have certainly be interesting to find
they could work together to improve the University.
finally reached a place where out.?
?My experiencewith BCAAUP we are all coming together for
The program is comprised
is that they share a lot of my everyone?s best interests.? n
of visits to sites such as the

?I decided to apply
because it seemed
like a unique
opportunity to

study this tragic yet
watershed moment
in modern history
from the perspective

of faith.?
?Michael Rozier,
FASPE participant and
STM ?l4

Protestants? reactions to
Nazism and Catholics? reactions
nent
to

the Holocaust.

Participants will also tour the
city of Krakow, Poland, to learn
more about its Jewish, Catholic,

and Polish history.
The FASPE program was
founded in 2010. Since then, a
total of 23 scholars have been
selected.
?Whatever I gain from this
experience is not really my own,
but belongs to the greater community: those with whom I study,
as well as those whom this experience, I hope, will help me to
serve,? Collura said. n
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Alleged incident brings criticism
Rojas, from A1
hold of her leg, causing scratch
wounds. It is not clear whether
the attacker had a weapon. After
the attack, Rojas told police that
shereturned to herroom, but was
later convinced by her friends to
go to Health Services.
Officers of the BCPD met with
Rojas at Health Services around3
a.m. Saturday morning and took

her report on the events of the
night.
The second attack is alleged to
have occurred around 1:15 a.m.
outside CorcoranCommons. Rojas stated that the same attacker
found her again and kicked her
in the wounds that had been cre-

ated the previous night. Rojas did
the second attack until
Sunday afternoon.
Rojas was contacted for an
interview but was unavailablefor
not report

comment.

Monday
posted a Facebookstatus concerning the alleged attacks.
?A female student has reported being assaulted (kicked and
scratched) two consecutive nights
in a row on campus by the same
individual,? the status read. ?The
first incident was on Campanella
Way on April 14 about 1:40 a.m.,
the second outside of the Commons at about 1:15 a.m. on April
On

?This is a violent attack that
has gone unreported to students
by the administration,? Battistoni wrote. ?It?s time to get a
bit revolutionary and speak up.
Ask your friends if they know
this happened, if they know of
similar instances, and get some
conversations going. Post about
it on Facebook, Twitter, blogs, just
spread this story because people

need to know.
?It is suspected that her attacker is a student on campus,
although this is not confirmed,?

15. The victim reports the suspect

OLAA membersWednesdaynight
relayingRojas? account of the alleged attacks.

events

of the weekend.

walk around alone at night with
headphonesin and please remain
aware of your surroundings.?

incidents as reported proved
to be inconsistent with BCPD?s
You can help students
investigative findings,? Rombalresult,
a
BCPD
ski said. ?As
has
on track to graduate
concluded that no threat was ever
present to the BC community
or to the individual. There have
been reports on the web and social media regarding this incident
that are inaccurate. They only
serve to undermine trust in our
Spring Concert, from A1
community.?
In an unrelated incident, a
female student reported that ing concerts in the future. ?I won?t
the driver of a vehicle shouted have the chance to get any formal
a racial epithet at her when she
feedback from administration until
attempted to cross Campanella Monday,but overallI thinkthey were
pleased with studentbehavior at the
Way last weekend.
The investigations of both show and I definitelydo not think this

Patrick Rombalski, vice president for Student Affairs, addressedthe incident in an e-mail
to the Boston College community

cases remain open, and students
with anyrelevant informationare
encouraged to contact the BCPD
or the Office of the Vice President

Battistoni wrote. ?For your safety
and for the safety of your friends,
do NOT let anyone walk around
campus alone at night. Do NOT

student over the weekend to offer support, and the incident was
reported to the Office of Institu-

tional Diversity according to the
guidelinesof the University Hate

matter, however, aspects of these

for Student Affairs.
?The University treats allegations of this nature with the
utmost seriousness, and is committed to addressing them to
the fullest,? Rombalski said. ?All
of us reject intolerance of any
form, and we all share in a desire
to live in a community free from

violence and hate.?

n

ing individuals:Matt Nacier, chief
ofstaff and A&S ?l4; Scott Geron,

budget and askedwhatevent they
gotten too big and it?s sort of colwouldhost. They were given diflapsing in on itself,? Osnato said. ferent hypothetical obstacles, like
?And so our plan then is to cut cancellations, problems with the
down on the numbers, but where administration, or a lack of sucthere are people who are going to cess with the event, and then had

chief financial officer and CSOM
?l4, Mark Larik, chief advisor and
CSOM ?l4; Taryn Leroy, director
of organizational development
and A&S ?l3; Sarah Slater, director of BC to Boston and A&S
?l3; Tim Koch, deputy director

execute and showcase some solid

to respond to the various issues.

talents, you find a place for those

?We feel as though one of the
things that has lacked in the past
year is the way the undergraduate
government administration has

Osnato

and Taziva also added

a directorof organizationaldevelopment to ensure organizational responded to situations,? Osnato
success in UGBC. Their hope is
said. ?We want to make sure our
that the new position will allow people are capable of coming up
UGBC to become more streamwith thoughts quickly.?
Osnato, Taziva, and their selined and undergo frequent re-

evaluation.
?[The director of organizational
development]is going to assist us
on evaluating the organization at

nior cabinet will be inaugurated
on Monday, April 30.
?We?ve worked hard to put

together the best student governmidyear, making sure we?re living ment possible,? Osnato said. ?We
up to our practices and living up to hope that when inauguration
our standards,? Osnato said.
comes on April 30 people are
Senior cabinet officers were happy with the product we?ve put
selectedbased on ?scenario based together and that it?s shown to be
interviews,? where candidates a real dedication to establishing
were given scenarios in which
they might have to act during
their tenure in UGBC. For example, Osnato said some directors

the best student government, not

strictly cronyism.?
The senior cabinet for the
2012-2013 will include the follow-

CITY
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APRIL 30

Concert starts earlier than normal

in campus entertainment were
given the scenario of an unlimited

people.?

MAKE NEXT YEAR A

utmost seriousness,
and is committed to
addressing them to the

-Patrick Rombalski
Vice President for Student
Affairs

V

ing parts of Battistoni?s e-mail
and similarly calling for action.
Many accused the University of
a perceived slow response to the

UGBC leaders selected for 2012-2013
Senior Cabinet, from A1

y

ter, with many students repost-

Rombalski addressed the rapid
spread of news of the attack on
the Internet.
?In carefully reviewing the

grey ?hoodie? and had black hair.
Anyone with information about
these incidents is encouraged to
sent Thursday afternoon.
call the BCPD at 617-552-4440.?
Beginning Wednesday night,
?BC Police met with the indinews of the attack spreadrapidly
vidual and investigated the comover the Internet. Alicia Battistoplaint,? Rombalski wrote. ?Other
ni, president of the Organization administratorsalso met with the
of Latin American Affairs (OLAA)
and A&S ?l3, wrote an e-mail to

the alleged attacks are classified
hate crime because ?[Rojas]
believes she was targetedbecause
of her race and individuality.?
News of the attack also spread
rapidly on Facebook and Twitas a

?The University
treats allegations of
this nature with the

fullest.?

0$

Crimes Protocol.?
In her e-mail to OLAA members, Battistoni pointed out that

In his letter to the community,

morning, BCPD

was a white male, 5?9?, wearing a

% *

was BC?s last concert,? Zarrilli said in
an e-mail.

The student interest generated
by the event will also have an impact
going forward. ?With such a positive
student response to the concert,
through ticketsales and energy level
at the concert, the administration
can see how much students really
do care about and enjoy this event,?
said MichaelKitlas, UGBC president

and A&S ?l2.
One aspect of the event that differed from those of previous years
was the timing of the show. While
past concerts have typicallybegun
later at night, Friday?s show began
at 5 p.m. when John Pierson, CSOM
?l2, performing under the moniker
of DJ Pizo, took the stage. Because
of the skylights in Conte Forum, the
venue was illuminated throughout
his performance.
Throughout Third Eye Blind?s
set, whichbeganat 6p.m., the venue
was still light, which createda differ-

ent

atmosphere than past concerts
in which Conte Forum was dark

in generating student interest, with
all 4,680 availabletickets being sold

throughout the show. ?I have heard
some feedback with the arena not
being dark enoughduring Third Eye
Blind. Whilethis may have detracted
some from [students?] enjoyment, I
do not think it was something that

despite ticket prices being raised to
$3O. The price of tickets, however,

took away a lot from the concert

experience,? Kitlas said.

Attendees of the concert felt that
the light created a different environment. ?It was weird havingthe show
heldearlierbecause I am used to going
to concerts and getting out at 11:30 or
12,? said Michael Wojnar, A&S ?l3. ?I
did think that the light upset Third
Eye Blind?s set impact. Depending on
the song, a lot of people were sitting
and talking with their friends, which
I think could have had an effect on
Third Eye Blind?s performance.?
After its review of having concerts in Conte, the BC administration had recommended hosting the
concert at an earlier time in an effort
to curb pregaming. The success of
this change in terms of a decrease
in medical transports will impact
concerts going forward. ?With the
drastic decrease in transports, it?ll

probably be pretty difficult to get
administrationto budge on the start
time,? Zarrilli said.
The show was also successful

didnot cover the cost of the concert.
?Even with theincreasedticketprice,
we took a bigger loss on this show
than we?ve taken on sell-out shows
in years past,? Zarrilli said.
Part of thereason that the tickets

for this event were more expensive
than those for past concerts was the
bookingprices of co-headlinersNelly
and Third Eye Blind. Because the
UGBC is typicallyconstrained by the
limited availability of Conte Forum
and the artists it attempts to book,
bringing big-name acts to campus
that students will be interested in
seeing is a difficult task, which has
resulted in undersoldshows in past
years. In selecting the headliners,

the UGBC sought acts that wouldbe
popular with students.

?We knewfromthefeedbackthat
we receivedfromthe Spring Concert

last year?both in the form of ticket
sales and verbal feedback?that BC
wanted bigger names. We made
this our goalwith this year concert
and once we got the go aheadfrom
administration, we submitted names
to our agent that we thought the
campus would get excited about,?
Zarrillisaid. n

s

of BC to Boston and A&S ?l4;
Mike Cavoto, director of campus
entertainment and A&S ?l3; Dan
Rimm, deputy directorof campus
entertainment and CSOM ?l3;

Chris Duffy, director of student
life and A&S ?l3; Jenna Denice,
deputy directorof studentlife and
LSOE ?l4; Allie Bowman, director
of communications and A&S ?l3;
Michael Tibbetts, deputy director
of communications and A&S ?l3;
Taylor Norton, A&S ?l3, and Jon
Spillane, CSOM ?l3, co-directors
of the Mentoring LeadershipDepartment; Harry Kent, director
of University affairs and A&S ?l3;

Radha Patel, deputy director of
University affairs and A&S ?l3; Jen

DAniel lee

heights

editor

Jesuit priest leaves Board of Trustees
Schaeffer, from

Wanandi, director of community
relations and A&S ?l3; and Liz

Zappala, deputy directorof community relations and A&S ?l3. n

/

who is currently the president of
Cristo Rey Jesuit High School in

Chicago. In his post, Schaeffer
also supervises a study center
for future Jesuit priests. Schaeffer, who was planning on retiring
from his position on the Boardof

Trustees in June, also serves as a
trustee at Loyola University New
Orleans.

Taylour Kumpf, Editor-in-

Chief, contributed to this report. n

fiews@bcheiahts.coni
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Help

wanted

Community

Have you thought about ADOPTION? Loving and devoted married couple hoping to adopt. We
hope you will consider us in your
options. To learn more, please
call us toll-free at (877) 8413748, or visit our website www.
roseanneandtim.com. Please be
assured all conversations are
held in strict confidence.

Renting one bed, one bath attached to main house, different
entrance. Willing to discount rent
for babysitting few hours a week.
Close to Boston College and
Newton Center. Contact Morgana
at 857-389-2707 or philmorga-

market2campus.com was started
by Harvard Business School students to help college students
find cool brand ambassador jobs.
Build your profile on www.market2campus.com today for free!

na@verizon.net.

Check out the B-Line at
theb-line.tumblr.com

Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9 grid. In each row
there are 9 slots, some of which are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to
9. You must follow theserules:
Number can appear only once in each row
Number can appear only once in each column
Number can appear only once in each 3x3 box
The number should appear only once on row, column or area.
·

·

·

·

92% OF WOMEN CARRY
LIP PROTECTION.
10% OF WOMEN CARRY

HIV PROTECTION.
Eats flies. Dates a pig.

Hollywood star.

amfAß.org
American Foundation for AIDS Research

LIVE YOUR DREAMS
Pass It On.
THE FOUNDATION LOR A BETTER

LIFE
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EDITORIALS

QUOTE OF THE DAY

Research the facts before
you post online

?An individual has not started living until he can rise above the narrow confines
of his individualistic concerns to the broader concerns of all humanity.?
-Martin Luther King,

Jr. (1929-1968), Civil Rights

Ensure the accuracy of reported events before taking to the
web and reporting them as fact
Last weekend, racially charged assaults
allegedlyoccurred over consecutive nights
on Boston College?s campus. More than
three days after the assaults took place,
Facebook and Twitter explodedwith students sharing their opinionson the alleged
incident, the police and administration
response, and whatthe situationsaid about
issues of race onour campus.Many students
claimed that the BCPD was withholding
informationaboutthe alleged assaultto protect the University?s reputation,while others
were critical of the University?s perceived
slow response to notify the student body.
Students with no connection to the event
or the victim and no firsthandknowledge of
the events spread Facebook statuses about
the incident, while others criticized the
BCPD on theirFacebook page.
The Heights believes that these accusations are woefully unfounded, and serve
only to divide the BC community. Racism
is certainly not dead, not on BC?s campus,
not in Massachusetts,and not in theworld.
BC studentsshould neverignorenor neglect
reported incidents ofracism or hatecrimes.
But past events have shown BCPD?s commitment to the safety of everyBC student,
andtheirefficiency inrespondingto student
complaints. The administration and various student groups have collaboratedat all
levels to end racism and foster an environment of tolerance and support at BC. The
AHANALeadershipCounciland numerous
other culture clubs advocate endlessly for
AHANA students to the administration,
making sure the fight against racism never
ends. The University has established Hate
Crime protocol, and AHANA enrollment
at the University is at an all-time high.
In a letter to the student body sent
Thursday night, Patrick Rombalski, vice
president for Student Affairs, wrote that
many of the accounts spreading on the

Internetwere ?inaccurate.? He warnedthat
spreadingfalsemessages,for whateverpurpose or underwhateverguise,servesonly to
underminethe trust in our community. In
interviews,many administratorsalsostated
theirbelief that the events as reported did
not occur. Official police reports further
found that the events as reported were
inconsistent with the investigationthat was
undertaken.
Social media is a powerful tool, bringing together millions of people, allowing
everyone to have an equal voice on issues
and spread news at an incrediblerate. The
power of social media hasbeen evident in
political revolutions in Egypt and Tunisia,
and in the rapid growth and similarlyrapid
decline of the KONY2OI2 campaign. But
with the power and effectiveness of social
media comes the obligationto check facts.
At BC, we are taught to think critically about
everything, from literature, to religion, to
science. Why, then, wouldso many students
accept reported events as fact without
bothering to verifythem, or at the very least
evaluate them critically?
Regarding an issue as sensitive and relevant as racism, it is evenmore important
to stay trueto thefacts andavoidspreading
misinformation.For example,in a separate
event last weekend, the driver of a car reportedly yelleda racial epithet at a student
attempting to cross Campanella Way. The
advocacy and activism shown throughout
the second half of this week is admirable
and shouldbe encouraged in the future for
events like this one. BC students can and
should come together to say thatracism in
any form is entirely unacceptable. BC studentscan and shouldwork together to end
racism, hate crimes, and any discrimination
on campus. What is important, however,is
to ensure the accuracy of reported events
before reporting them as fact.

Spring Concert success
bodes well for future
Efforts on behalf of students and the UGBC prove that
large-scale concerts are a long-term possibility at BC
After last Friday?s successfulSpringCon-

feel this is a good modelfor future concerts,
and shows that BC students took the warnboth the student body for conducting itself ing to heart.
The concert proved to be a success and
well, and the UGBC for setting up a system
that promises to continue to bring quality was an example of BC students making a
concerts to Boston College in the future.
change to ensure the return, and continuaBecause of the high number of hospital tion of, one of theirfavorite traditions.Hopefully, this trend of responsible drinking on
transports that have occurred at past concerts, the administrationlooked to limit campus will continue and concerts in the
the amount of drinking that studentswould future will be equally successful.
This Spring Concert was a trial run, testengage in prior to the show and warned
them thatnegativebehaviorthis timearound ing to see if BC students were capable of
would have serious repercussions. Moving attending a large-scale, on-campus concert
the time of the event up to 5:00 p.m. proved in a safe manner.The Heights commendsBC
to serve this end well, as a very low number students forrendering the trialrun asuccess
of transports was reported. Therefore, we and one worthy of being repeated.
cert, The Heights would like to commend

To end discontentment,
get involved
For the upcoming school year, UGBC
received a slight drop in applications for
positions across all departments.Although
many mayview this as aseemingly smalloccurrence, The Heights wouldlike to remind
students how urgent it is to be involved in
our student government.
The Heights has consistently commented
on the apparentdisconnectbetweenUGBC
and the studentbody. We?ve addressedlow
voter turnout, monotonous campaigning,
ineffective bureaucratic tendencies, and
anything we believe causes disengagement
between our government and those it represents. At some point, however, students
must stop discussing problems and waiting
for solutionsand instead takeit upon themselves to be the changethey want to see. If
thistrendof disinterestcontinues, therewill

be acertain stagnancy that will grip campus.
Fewerapplicationsmeansless diversity, and
less diversity means fewer voices.
Chris Osnato andKudzai Taziva are two
extremely motivatedandtalentedindividuals.The two haveventuredto makeachange
in thetraditionalUGBC operations, hoping
to cut back on waste and streamline the
wayUGBC functions.The Heightsfollowed
their ideas throughout their campaign,and
we believe that they have great potential to
make a change on this campus. But they
cannot do it alone.The deadline may have
passed to apply for positions for next year,
but The Heights asks students to fight this
tendency of apathy and seize the chance
to get involved whenever possible in the
future. Boston College?s campus will only
be better for it.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
With graduation close at hand, give back to your school
The Senior Class Gift. Say what you will about it, but just
the mention of it has evoked some sort of emotion in you.
Anger. Approval. Apathy. Confusion. (Yes it?s a shame we
couldn?t complete the alliteration). We get it. We?re seniors
and many of us, before accepting our position on the committee, felt the same way you do about the Senior Class Gift.
We couldn?t believe that BC was asking us for money before
we had even left school, and that they hadthe audacity to
ask us for money after we alreadypay more than $54,000 a
year. Trust us, we?ve heard it all. Yet despite all of that, not
only have we given, but we?re on the committee, and we?ve
asked our friends and acquaintances(and now with this
letter, the rest of the senior class) to give. Why are we doing

this, you ask?
We could throw statistics at you about how that $54,000
a year only coversa portion of what it costs to ensure that
each student has the full BC experience.Or we could talk
to you about howgifts of $lOO or less raise over $1 million
every yearfor the University. Or that alumniparticipation
is directly linked to BC?s rankings, so the more alumni who
give back annually, the higherwe?ll rise. We get it though; as
seniors, these numbers don?t mean too much to us. What
seems real to us are our dayto

daylives. Going to the Plex.
Volunteeringfor 4Boston. Sitting through club meetings.
Attending class.
Last semester, we gave you piggy banks and asked you
to ?bring home the bacon.? This semester, nearly 400 pigs
have found their way home, and more and more seniors are
donating to the Senior Class Gift.These seniors, your peers,
are donatingbecause they are learning where the money
goes.

If a financial aid package allowed you or a friend to come
here, then?alumni giving? has made an impact on yourlife
at BC. If a class, professor, student club, service trip, band,
or team shaped your time here and made, or makes, you feel
like a part of somethingbigger than yourself, you?re benefitting from donationsmade by alumni. Showing BC in a small
way that you appreciate everything you experiencedover
the last four years is all we are asking.

How did we show our appreciation? The short answer is

gave to what we loved.
Serafina gave to BC?s figure skating team because ?it has
been my BC familythese past four years and has allowed me
to follow one of my passions at the collegiatelevel. I want
other skaters to get the opportunity to do the same.?
Will gave to Word of Mouth, a public speaking club,
because ?it made me feel like I could be a leader.?
Amandagave to PULSE because ?I know that coming
into BC a lot of people are skeptical about a philosophy or
theology core, but PULSE ended up being one of the best
classesI?ve taken at BC. I want future students to have the
same experienceI did.?
Some of us gave to financial aid because we wouldn?t
be here without it. Others gave in support of their majors?
departments because they are passionateabout fields they?ll
be dedicatedto for the rest of theirlives, like film, geology,
and politics.
We know thatyou?ve just shelled out a lotof money for
senior week tickets and that you still want nights out at
MA?s. There are commencement ball dressesto be bought,
trolleys to be coordinated, caps and gowns to be rented. The
drainto our limited collegepockets doesn?t seem to end.
That being said, Boston College is the amazing university we know today because seniors like us recognizedthe
beauty of BC and decided to chip in what they could so the
school could continue to provide a world-classeducation
and a college experiencethat?s memorablefor far more
goodthan ill. To them, all things considered, showing support was a no-brainer. So give to what you love. Give to
what makes you happy, be it a school, a department, or an
organization. Whether you contribute ?$l2 for ?l2? or give
up just one drink at Mary Ann?s, your gift willreflect your
sentiment for your university and every giftof every size
we

will make a difference. If you have ANY questions, do not
hesitate to ask any of us. We?re happy to explain why we

gave.
Senior Class Gift Committee

Have something to say?
Send a letter to theeditor.
editor@bcheights.com
The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 200
words and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for
its op/ed pages.
The Heights reserves the right to edit for clarity,brevity, accuracy,
and to prevent libel. The Heights also reserves the right to write
headlines and choose illustrations to accompany pieces submitted

to the newspaper.
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On the wrong path
We pay nearly $lO,OOO a year to live
in theoverflow campus in Newton, and
in Hardey-Cushing,we are paying for

Thumbs
Up
KAMERON BAIN
Spring Concert successThumbs up to the UGBC
for throwing a great Spring
Concert. Sure, the timing was
weird, but it was all worth it
to hear ?Semi-Charmed Life?

and?Hot in Here.? Gotta hand
it to Nelly, he is quite the, well,
entertainer. Not sure what to
call a 40-year old rapper who
grinds up against collegegirls,
but whatever.
What should BC call me,

maybe-

The popular Tumblr

has gotten their own spinoff,
Boston College style. Knocking everything from Mod
dancing (it?s true, no one

looks good) to the Dunkin?
Doughnuts on Comm. Ave.,
the site pokes fun at our weird
college culture. If you haven?t
seen it already plastered all
over friends? Facebook walls,
check it out. You?ll find that
you can?t stop laughing.

?I just want you to be happyand succeed,? said the ResidentialDirector of
Hardey-Cushingto many of her residents
on Newton campus. She andtheOffice
of ResidentialLife attempted to make
Hardey-Cushinga better placeby putting
the Pathways Initiativeinto effect this year.
Unfortunately, the Pathways Initiativehas
backfired. Students are not happy.
Under thePathways Initiative the
RA-student ratio is lowered in an attempt
to foster community growth. Rather than
promote community growth, it has created
a hostile environment in which RAs have
developedinto quasi policeofficers. In disciplinarymeetings with students concerning marijuana, an official has been quoted
as saying that they do not care if students
smokemarijuana in the Newton Woods as
long as it is not in thedorms.
The residential directorstaff position is
described on theBoston College website
as follows: ?The Resident Director strives
to create a safeand inclusive environment

for allstudents bymodeling thevalues of a
JesuitCatholic institution with a commitment to social justice.? The advice given
to students proves that RDs act more like

Thumbs
Down

police officers than they offer studentsreal
life adviceand help them grow in the Jesuit
ideals. Say, for example, maybe she should
instruct students to not partakein illegal
drug activities at alland not just simply
changelocations to avoid getting caught.

There is absolutely no trust whatsoever
betweenthe residents, RAs, and theRD
in the buildings of Hardey-Cushing. That
is sad. The RAs who say to your face that
you can trust themand that they are your
friends turn and report everything that
comes out of your mouth.

ResidentialLife to take awaymany of our
most basic freedomsas American citizens.
I understand that safety is of the utmost
importance to Residential Life, but there is
a line betweenkeeping a campus safeand
policingit like the Gestapo. ResidentialLife
has crossed that line time and time again.
Students are not happy,and a surprising
amount are moving off campus (5 of 17
from my floor) next year because they are
so fed up with many of theridiculous ResidentialLife policies, specificallyunderthe
Pathways Initiative.
Apparently ResidentialLife chooses to
ignore theUnited States Constitution and
Bill of Rights. The right to privacy is not
explicitly outlinedin the Constitution, but
its idea is present in many of the Constitutionalamendments.The 4th Amendment
states, ?The right of thepeople to be secure
in their persons, houses,papers, and effects,
against unreasonablesearches and seizures,
shall not be violated, and no warrants shall
issue, but upon probablecause, supported
by oath or affirmation, and particularly
describing theplace to be searched, andthe
persons or things to beseized.? I think ResidentialLife needs to brush up on their U.S.
History studies becausethis amendment
doesnot exist here at BC. They state, along
with BCPD, that they cancome in and
demandyou open a fridge or drawerif they
so ask. This is not only illegaland unfair,
it also, again, promotes a community with

absolutelyno trust. The headof Residential
Life for Newton campus laughed in my face
when I brought up the 4th amendment. I do
not find my rights as a United States citizen
a laughing matter. Just because someexecutive at BC makesthe argument that because
they own thedorms they can do whatthey
want with them does not excuse themfrom
blatantly ignoring our Constitutional rights.
AbrahamLincoln suspended habeas corpus
temporarilyduring the American Civil War,
which was somewhat justified.I do not feel
that we have a crisis of that nature here at
BC andtherefore lam flabbergasted at the

lack ofrespect ResidentialLife hasfor our
most basic rights. Even criminals in jail
have a right to privacy, and probablecause
is needed to search even theirfew possessions. We are not criminalshere at BC, yet
we do not even have therights that they
do in jail! I have heard students say in the
past it is better to be stoppedby a BCPD
officer than a Boston Police officer, and I do
not agree, because at least if I am stopped
by a Boston Policeofficer I know theywill
follow the lawsof our nation that havebeen
upheld for hundreds of years.
I also believe that whoever createdthe
Pathways Initiative might haveforgotten
the age of freshman students, on average
probably 18or 19 years old. We are legal
adults, and maybe it?s crazy of me, but I do
not feel it necessary to have RAs knocking
on my door at 8 p.m. many nights a week
asking if I want candy and want to chat. If
I have a problem I willreach out. Many of
the Pathways Initiative programs such as
Frosh.o and Bro.o seek to ?foster community growth? with speakers and activities.
It is comical that they have to incentivize
students to come by offering free dinner.
The number of people that attend solely for
the free dinner is overwhelming,so what is
that saying aboutthis Pathways Initiative? It
is failing. Itis unnecessary. Andbottom line,
it is a waste of our tuition money.
Had Ibeen aware of thelack of respect
that ResidentialLife has for its students, I
would have never lived in the dorms.In the
next couple of years, one of two things
will happen. Either Residential Life
will realize that they need not act like

they were trained by Stalin or more and
more students will continue to move
off campus. BC Residential life is by far
the strictest and least trusting of any
university I have ever heard of and I
truly believe that this reputation will
catch up with themfaster than they
are aware of.
Kameron Bain is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.

Kardashian rule- Kim Kar-

dashian has spoken out about
running for mayor of Glendale, Calif. We will spare you

with our rant about how she
doesn?t even have a college
degree or a top 10 finish in
Dancing with the Stars, but
just let you all stew about
how damn long it will take
her to finish her campaign
speeches.Ballpark it takesher
four minutes to say ?Vote Kim
for Mayor.?
Penguin peril- A couple of
unruly Brits stole a blue fairy
penguin named Dirk from

Australian Seaworld this
They woke up
the next morning only to find
thelittle guy waddling around
their apartment. We would
usually thumbs up this for
its Hangover style flair, but
they decided to release him
into a shark infested lagoon.
He was luckily rescued after
being chased out of the water
by a predator. That?s pretty
low guys. You couldn?t have
just dropped him back off at
an

past weekend.

the aquariumwith a note that
said sorry?

Inappropriately dressedUrban Outfitters is coming
under attack for creating
a shirt that has a ?Star of
David? style emblem on its
front pocket, very very similar to what Jews wore during the Holocaust. What a
bunch of geniuses over there.
Somehow, they all collectively

managed to completelyforget
the most famous genocide in
history. Oops!
Hare andthePineapple- And
we thought the SATs were
hard. New York students had
to answer questions based on

?whimsical? interpretation
of Aesop?s ?Tortoise and the
Hare? for theircritical reading
section in a standardizedEnglish test. The story, which involves a rabbit racing against
an inanimate pineapple, honestly just doesn?t make sense.
With lines like ?pineapples
don?t have sleeves? and ?Whoa

ever makes it across the forest
and back first wins a ninja!
And a lifetime?s supply of
toothpaste!? it?s no wonder
officials were forced to not
count the questions after immense backlash.

Like Thumbs Up, Thumbs
Down? Follow us on Twitter
@BCTUTD

Thoughts from the Hasselbecks
in our Gospel, by Richard Stearns.
Granted, I was invited to the event
24 hours before it started, so I was
unaware of the assignment given to
the students. In what I consider a

BRIAN PALUMBO
Last Saturday afternoon, the Winsponsored the Brennan
Symposium for student leadership for
the fifth year. This year featured Boston College graduates Matt and Sarah
ston Center

Hasselback, who have more than
earned the right to be the facilitators
at such an event. I had the opportunity to attend a pre-symposium luncheon, led by Matt and Sarah, along
with CSOM Assistant Dean Richard
Keeley, CSOM Senior Lecturer Amy
Lacombe, and the Assistant Director
of the Winston Center Brooks Barhydt. It was quite the experience.
The first and only criticism I will
have of the event is that the food was
served at the end of the luncheon
rather than the start. Other than that,
it was pretty surreal. Matt and Sarah
walked in around 10:15, and the moment they walked through the doors,
all conversation ended. Matt quickly
lightened the mood, and after a short
introduction by Keeley, Matt and

Sarah had the floor. They introduced
themselves, and spoke to their own
experience on the Heights. Sarah was
an Academic All-American on the
field hockey team, and Matt, the more
recognizable name, played football,
which led to a career as a quarterback

in the NFL. Their accomplishments

and feats were astounding, but the
moment theybegan talking it was
easy to see how humble the two had
remained. Other than a few more
anecdotes by the Hasselbecks, the
event began focusing on its objective,

developingstudent leadership.
Each student had been told to
read the same chapter from a book
assigned by the Hasselbecks, The Hole

Bazoomie Wagon

to just watch how he leads. For any
football fan, Favre has and will always
be praised for his uncanny leadership skills. Matt said the one thing he

learned was he could never lead like

fortunate turn of events, we never
Favre does. Matt emphasized how ?it
was just something about the guy,?
focused on the book, and instead
focused on Matt?s personal experience that he could never replicate. This
with the Ignatian Volunteers on a trip
did not mean Matt could not lead.
Matt, though talking in a humorous
to Jamaicahis junior year. For those
manner, subtly revealed how he had
of you who have read this column,
I have touched upon Arrupe, and
really learned to always be aware of
?the other men in the huddle.? No one
my personal experience over Winter
sitting in the Honors Library Room
Break. Arrupe is a descendant of Ignatian Volunteers, therefore when this
conversation began, I listened a little

will ever be in an NFL huddle, yet that
could be applied to every job or team

closer.

someone can experience.
It is a basic concept: knowing
what is going on with the people

My motivation to attend a 10 a.m.
the Fulton Honors Library
was simply because Matt Hasselbeck
was coming to campus. It is not every
event in

day a former All-Pro quarterback
makes his way to the Heights. That is
pretty damncool. Nonetheless, Matt
talked about his experience, which

had dealt with many people who had
contracted leprosy. He talkedabout
how he had felt listening to the people
tell their stories, and how it put his
own personal anger in perspective.
What did this have to do with student
leadership and development? I was
not exactly sure, but his point became

clear once the event had concluded.
Gaining awareness through this experience had led him to do the charity
work he has done, and helped him
become the leaderhe has become. Put
simply, it was cool seeing the impact
an immersion trip had on him, and
the tangible results that have come
of it. Matt did not only focus on his
immersion
soon after, he told small
stories from the beginning of his NFL
career.

Matt was drafted in the sixth
round coming out of college, and
moved to Green Bay, Wis. as the
backup for quarterbackBrett Favre.
One of the first things Matt was told
was not to follow or even attempt to
do what Favre did out on the field, but

BY BEN VADNAL

around you and leadingby example,
leading with a positive attitude. Matt
also told a story about his relationship with his coach, Mike Holmgren,
another name any football fan immediately recognizes. Once Matt showed
respect for Holmgren, Holgmren gave
Matt that respect back. It was shocking because of how Matt had learned
these lessons, and because they are
the same lessons being taught to students like us.
I am glad that I attended the
event. Matt and Sarah were very nice
people with some very cool personal
parables anyone could relate to. After

the official event had ended, and the
food was finally served, I went up to
the Hasselbecks to thank them for
coming. We got on the subject of El
Salvador, and they expressed their intentions to go down, and that?s when
I realized how genuine they had been
and are. That conversation slowed
down, and I got my questions about
football. I just happened to forget to
tell Matt to watch out for Tim Tebow
and the New York Jets come Week
10?.

Brian Palumbo is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.

Lessons
learned before
the last hurrah

CJ GUSTAFSON
I?ve staredat a blinking cursor and blank
word document, attempting to write some
semblanceof a coherent opinionscolumn,
for what seems like a hundred times since
first becoming a memberofThe Heights
freshman year. This willbemy last column
as a junior, and as I look forward to continuing to write through my senior year, I?m
beginning to realize how much I?ve learned
about myself, this school, and collegelife
since 2009. This piece doesn?t really have the
same format or flow of a traditionalcolumn,
but I wanted to try to impart some of my
(perhaps useless) observationsthus far. The
sky is the limit for senior year, and these are
a fewof the lessons that will influence my
last hurrah at Boston College.
We Party to One Children?s Song Each
Year: It?s usually a tune targeted toward a
Disney Channel demographic, yet college
kids proceed to play it while becoming
belligerently drunk.Freshman year, it was
?Party in the USA? byMiley Cyrus, sophomore year it was ?Friday? by Rebecca Black,
and this year it is ?Call Me Maybe? by Carly
Rae Jepsen.While taking my 10-year-old
sister and her friend out for ice cream over
Easter Break, ?Call Me Maybe? came on

theradio. Whilethe two kids beltedout the
lyrics, all I could think about was my friend
doing akeg stand with the same song playing in the background.
College is a Place Void of Time Zones:

I?m convinced that at this point, you could
drop me on a desertedisland somewhere
in the middle of the Pacific Ocean and I
wouldn?t have a hard time adjusting to the
time difference.I still don?t understandDaylight Savings time, since most of the time
I?m awakeit?s dark anyway. My Wednesdays
are like living in Romania and my Tuesdays
are like residing inKentucky. When you
start class one day at 10:30 a.m. and 4:30
p.m. the next, you tend to sleepwhen it?s
convenient and in no relation to wherethe
sun is in the sky. If I want to have Froot
Loops at 6 p.m., I?ll still call it breakfast if I
so

desire.

Caffeine is a Government Creation to
Trick Us into Productivity: I never had a
sip of coffeebefore coming to college.It?s

pathetic acknowledging thatI?d now be willing to perform some less thanrespectable
acts for a Red Bull or Vanilla Iced Coffee
from Hillside.

Don?t Try to Print Something in the
CTRCFive Minutes Before Class: If
you enjoywaiting in line like you?re at the
Department of MotorVehicles, then ignore
this observation.There might as wellbe a
crew of lumberjack men chopping down the
trees surrounding the Reservoir between
9:15 and 9:30 to fuel the overworkedprinters during the time period.
Dating Will Never Die as Long as Meal
Plans Exist: Chivalryisn?t dead. Guys will
continue to ask girls on lunch dates at Eagles
Nest and Corcoran Commons as long as
female studentshave student ID cards with
significantly more cash on them. Statistics
show that there is an increase in Facebook
officialrelationships towardthe end of the
semester whenmales are lookingfor a companion who can quell their hunger pains.

Students are Bipolar When it comes
to Current Events: Most kids on campus couldn?t name two of the candidates
running for the Republican nomination
in the upcoming presidential election.But
the same individualswill taketo Facebook
and Twitter in tornado-likefashion when
they see a meaningful,viral You Tube video.
Suddenly they are educated, energetic,
single-mindedreformers. Students are
either disgustingly apathetic or raising their
pitchforks like a Vietnam War protest, prepared to set fire to Bapst in order to make
a point.

Newton is a Long Distance Relationship: In middleschool, I was required to
read a book about Sir Ernest Shackleton, an
explorer whose crew was stranded in the

Antarctic and forced to trek across polar
regions in search of help. This unfortunate
journey is similar to trying to walk to Newton Campus. Five minutes into the trip, you
feel hopeless, tired, cold, and alone.
Don?t Run: If you?re at a house party,
don?t panic and start pushing and shoving.
The cops will probably just let you leaveif
you don?t live there.

(Run: If you know you?re faster
why not.)

?

hell,

CJ Gustafson is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.
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?Lucky One? is a respectable addition to the Sparks canon
passionate plot. Hick?s romanticized
scenery helped him successfully capture

BY KIRA MULSHINE
For The Heights

died. It was obvious to every Marine that

Beth was his good luck charm and Dylan
the fantastical quality of an emblematic was ?The Lucky One? of the platoon. Beth
film romance.
is describedas ?an angelfigure that guided
Zac Efron and Taylor Schilling star in
Efron plays the part of Dylan Thibault Dylan safely out of a living hell.? Dylan is
the film The Lucky One, a predictable but with heightened capacity that shows his now sufferingfrom post-traumatic stress
disorderand promises himselfthat he will
passionate Nicholas Sparks book romance maturity and expressive talent. As opthat manages to move audiences emoposed to his past roles in Disney?s High personally thankthis anonymouswoman
tionally, though with no surprises. Many School Musical films and Seventeen Again, for her protection and aid while recolEfron is finally surpassing his expectedtalSparks novlecting his thoughts and finding a new
the lucky one:
els have been ent and taking his acting career to a new life path. After much anxious searching,
Scott Hicks
transformed level. As Thibault, Efron had every audiDylan finally locates her and arrives in
Warner Bros
into films,
ence member either falling in love with
Hamden. Here, Beth accidently offers
and after The him, or wishing to be him. He was not just him a job, he expectedly accepts, and as
Notebook, it has been difficult for any of a handsome face, but he represented the a result he purchasesa small house in the
quiet, quaint town with no plan to leave.
the following to compare?until now. beautiful mind and soul of ThibaultflawThough not as plotheavy, The Lucky One is lessly.Efron was an impressiveforce inThe The film revolves around their spontanea truthfulrunner-up to The Notebook. Itis
Lucky One and an important ingredient in ous romance in which Dylan eventually
a pure, heartwarmingromance that is easy
returns Beth?s favor and saves her, and her
the film?s success.
to watch because of its predictability.
Thibault is a contemplative, well-manson Benny, from a dissatisfying, stressful
Each picturesque set in the sunny nered Marine who has just been released
life. The plot is annoyingly predictable,
countryside makes the film noticeably from his third term in Iraq, during which but the acting is superb, the passion is
ideal, and the scenery is breathtaking.
more endearing,especiallyduring several
he found a photograph of a young, strikdrawn-out scenes in which characters ing girl, Beth (Schilling), which gave him All of these things make The Lucky One
are shown contemplating life and love. It
something to live for. He never went a romantic success, but then again, not a
is obvious that the director, Scott Hicks, anywhere without her photograph and masterpiece. It can be typified as a relatwanted to create these bright, idealistic, managed to live through unbelievable able and respectable film of the romance
and romantic images to accompany the catastrophes as many men around him genre. n

b

?Woods? revamps the horror genre

Courtesy

of wArner bros.

Though it doesn?t reinvent the genre,?Lucky One? still provides a touching romance story.

BOX OFFICE REPORT
weekend gross

weeks in release

1. thinklike a man

33.0

1

2. the lucky one

22.8

1

3. the hunger games

14.5

4

the most quick-witted and smartest of his
friends, anddeliverssome of the film?s biggest

4. chimpanzee

10.2

1

laughs. Also tremendously funny are Jenkins
and Whitford, who jokinglycomment on the

5. the three stooges

9.2

2

6. thecabin in the woods

7.8

2

7. titanic 3d

5.2

3

5

3

9. 21 jumpstreet

4.6

5

10.mirror mirror

4.1

3

COurTesy Of

title

mGm sTudiOs

With a talented director and a compellingscript, Goddard?s ?Cabin in the Woods? achievesthe rare feat of being both entertainingand novel.
BY JOE ALLEN
Heights Staff

The Cabin in the Woods. A film aboutfive
20-something year-olds who make a trip to a
remote cabin for a weekendof booze, drugs,
sex, and an all-aroundgood time.The ominous
man at a rundown gas station along the way
the cabin in the
woods:

b+

a

Drew Goddard
MGM

speaks fore-

bodingly of
the cabin, but
the friends

continue
alonganyway.
The cabin itself is old, filled with creepy one-waymirrors

and a spooky, darkbasement.Thefriends party
like there?s no tomorrow, until things go horribly, horribly seen enough horror movies
to guess the end of that sentence? Well, guess
again, because the new horror movie from Joss
WhedonandDrew Goddardis easily the most
unpredictable, creative horror-comedyof the
past 10 years, destined to become an instant
classic amongst horror aficionados.
Attemptingto write any more plot description ofCabin in the Woodscould beregarded
as a spoiler, which speaks to the seemingly
endless barrage of surprises that lie in wait
for anyone who goesto see it. The story of the
hard-partying,doomedyoung adults is intercut with a story of two powerful technicians,
Richard (Richard Jenkins) and Steve (Bradley
Whitford), in a possible government facility
?

who are watching the partying friends? every
move. As they move in andaround the cabin,
the kids are being manipulated, a fact that
seems very connectedto Richard, Steve, and
their co-workers in some way.
Co-writer/producer Joss Whedon, creator
of shows such as Buffy the Vampire Slayer

is Fran Kranz?s Marty, a funny twist on the
cliched stoner-fool persona. Even though
he is high whenever onscreen, he is often

and Firefly, and director of this year?s muchanticipatedAvengers film, is a man who is not
commonly associated with failure. His ability
to write fast, witty dialogue,alongwith his vast

cabin-goersthatthey?re monitoring, effectively
becoming audience members themselves and
commenting on many of the tropes of various
horror sub-genres.
All of this talent comes together to create
knowledge of the horror genre, have helped
him fashion a meta-horror-comedy that dea horror movie thathas never been donebelivers laughs and scares at an alarminglyhigh fore.The film comments on its genre?s recent
rate, often at the same time. Director/co-writer degradationwithout ever being clever just to
Drew Goddard, a renowned Buffy/Lost writer be clever, a problem that popped up in the
who also wrote Cloverfield, shot thisfilm with Scream series. Ininterviews, Whedonsaidthat
an intensity that israrely present in the horror
The Cabinin the Woods is ?a serious critique of
film genre. He allows the movieto start slowly, what we loveand what we don?t about horror
while buildingto an unexpected, jaw-dropping movies,? continuing by talking of his dislike
final act and one of the finestendings the horfor therecent ?devolution of the horror movie
ror genrehas ever produced. One simply has
into torture porn.?
to see this movie to understand just how big
Whedon and Goddard?s critique plays on
this film?s imagination is under its deceptively the screen awesomely.There are scares, laughs,
blood, sex, screams, and things that gobump
recognizable premise.
Bringing the ingenious ideas of Whedon in the night. Plus a huge government facility
and Goddard to life is a stellar cast of veter- full of wisecracking, middle-aged jerks. The
ans and newcomers. While the younger cast
way the two stories connect results in a tale
members, includingThor?s Chris Hemsworth,
as unique as any the horror genre has ever
are given various degreesof depth depending produced. Anyone who enjoys horror movies
on their horror moviearchetype,Kristen Conneeds to see TheCabinin theWoods. Whether
nolly as the lead, Dana, shines whilealternat- or not one knows much about the film going
into it, they?ll be in for the funniest, scariest,
ing between innocent and intense moments.
The real standout actor in the film, however, smartest movie of 2012 so far. n

8. american reunion

BESTSELLERS OF HARDCOVER FICTION
1. calico joe
John Grisham
2. guiltywives
James Patterson &
David Patterson
3. come home
Lisa Scottoline
4. lost years
Mary Higgins
5. shoemaker?s wife
Adriana Trigiani

6. sacre bleu
Christopher Moore
7. stay close
Harlan Coben
8. Limpopo academy
Alexander McCall

Smith
9. betrayal
Danielle Steel
SOURCE:Publisher?s Weekly

Farrelly Brothers provide few laughs with ?Stooges? remake
BY NATHAN ROSSI
For The Heights
The new Three Stooges movie could
have gone in two directions. First, it
could have been a smart homage to the
very original Three Stooges shorts from
the 19305. Second, it could have gone in
the modern day children?s movie trainwreck direction.Unfortunately, the Farrelly Broththe threestooges:

er?s

In the present, the orphanage is
in serious debt and will be forced to
close unless the sisters can come up
with $830,000. Determined to raise

the money, the stooges set out to enter
society for the first time. Naive and
simpleminded, the brothers run around
town looking for easy jobs, until they
run into Lydia (Sofia Vergara), who
promises to pay themthe money if they
kill her husband in his sleep so she can

collect his fortune. The stooges gladly
accept the plan because they believe
her husband is going to die of a painful
disease in the near future anyway. Yet
second direction, save for a few clever the scheme soon goes awry, and the
brothers begin to blame each other for
pop culture jokes and innuendos.
The film begins with the stooges as the misfortunes of the orphanage.
kids growing up at the Sisters of Mercy
The film takes it?s most original turn
Orphanage. Larry (Sean Hayes of Will when Moe is suddenly cast as a new
& Grace fame), Moe (Chris Diamantohousemate on Jersey Shore. In fact, the
poulos, best known for 24), and Curly film features cameos from everyone?s
(Will Sasso of MADtv) are troublesome favoriteGuidos andGuidettes. Some of
kids incapable of being adopted.They the funnier scenes comeas Moe begins
are under the close watch of Sister
to pick fights withRonnie andthe SituaSuperior (Jane Lynch), until one day a tion. TheShore cast, used to ?acting? on
family comes and decides to adopt Moe. their reality show, all seem comfortable
Moe refuses to go without his brothers,
on the big screen, delivering their few
however, so the family returns him to lines without being too robotic. Just as
the orphanage, where he lives with his you might expect, Snooki was certainly
brothers until the present day.
the scene-stealer during this part of

c

new,

Farrelly Brothers The Three
Wessler
Stooges
Entertaiment
heads in the

the movie.
As a whole, the film lacks the smarts
and wits of the television series. Like,
the famed series, the film relies on
slapstick comedy to get nearly all of its
laughs. The trouble is, instead of being
inventive, too many of the jokesrely on
cliches. Particularlyboring was a scene
where the stooges were in the nursery
wing of a hospital changingthe diapers
of babies.Before long, as you might expect, the babies begin to pee on Curly,
thenLarry and Moe. It might have been

funny if that gag had not already been
used in every single otherfilm catered
to children.
Notably, The Three Stooges marks
Sofia Vergara?s third appearance in an
extremely mediocre film in only the
past 12 months (she was also in The
Smurfs and New Year?s Eve). For someone who seems so effortlessly talented
on Modern Family, why has she not yet
been in a decent movie? The standout
performances come mainly from Jennifer Hudson as Sister Rosemary and
an in-drag Larry David, who is hilarious as Sister Mary-Mengele.As for the
stooges, it?s hard to compare them to
the original actors who literallyembodied Curly, Larry and Moe for decades.

They do a good, if not great, job of capturing a lot of the original mannerisms
and quirks thatmade the Three Stooges
iconic in the first place, however.
Ultimately, fans of the Farrelly
Brothers (
Dumb and Dumber, Hall
Pass) will probably enjoy this comedy

the most. That being said, the film is
clearly aimed at children, who will find
more to laugh at than the adults. It?s a
shame, because the directorshad a real
shot at creating a new franchise with
The Three Stooges, if only they had not
relied on so many lazy cliches. n

COurTesy Of

WessLer

sasso, diamantopoulos,and Hayes helm the very forgetful return of thefamed comic trio.
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Fleabag provides crowded O?Connell with a night full of laughs
Fleabag, from
broculture to pretentious poetry to The
Artist to University President Rev. William P. Leahy, S.J.?s conspicuous absence
from campus life here at BC. The result
was an uproariously funny night of
improv by the newest incarnation of
BC?s oldest and most prestigious comedy
group.
The show began with a bang: one by
one, each Fleabag member hopped up on
stage and beganbeltingout a sound?whether a grunt, a yell, or just a beat?until the entire team hadformed one big,
strange beatboxmachine. Then, a quick
intro by veteran Fleabaggers Michael
Wolf, A&S ?l2, and Bryan Cocciara, A&S
?l3, led into the main show.From the very
first game, the team was on target, with a
hilarious succession of improvised scenes

tor shouted ?bing,? the improvisers had

portraying everything from a wise man
on a mountain to a hesitant, would-be
presidential assassin. The improvers never
missed a beat, even as theirmakeshift
stage was shuddering and on

to

change theirprevious line or action,

leading to some hilarious do-oversand
revisions that constantly redirectedand
redefined the scene.
The membersof My Mother?s Fleabag
moved through the games in rapid succession, keeping the show moving along
at a nice clip, with quick transitions sped
alongby popular songs. The two and a
half hours largely flew by, though a few
games overstayed theirwelcome. An early
gamecalled Entrances and Exits, set at a
Sweet 16 party gone horribly wrong, occasionallylagged and was hard to follow, but
it was enlivened by a terrific performance
by CearaO?Sullivan, A&S ?l4?one of the
show?s two female performers?as a nerdy
classmate named Steve. O?Sullivan?s droll
facial expressionsand perfectly dry line
deliveries were a highlight of the show. So

the verge of

collapse during the first game!
An earlyhighlight was the game Movers and Shakers, in which two audience
volunteershad to physically manipulate
the actors onstage, who were not allowed
to move themselves. The unpredictable physical comedy inherent in such a
scenario was perfectly matched with the
improvers? wit, as ?Carl the Purgatorer?
tried to acclimate a new arrival to Purgatory. Equally funny was the game Bing,

featuring Patrick Genovese, A&S ?l5, and
Donald Orr, A&S ?l4, as two psychiatrists discussing the intricacies of facial
hair, among other matters. The twist in
this game was that whenever a modera-

were the physical presence of Lou Wilson,

The first was a hysterical and all-too-ac-

A&S ?l4, and the versatility and evident
leadership of senior Wolf.
Really, though, singling out standouts
in My Mother?s Fleabag is almost a futile
exercise, because there are no weak links
in the group. The show gave almost equal
playtime to each of its members, who all
had a chance to display their personal

sketch about the absurd extents
collegebros will go to outdo each other
with displays of ?swag.? The second was
a riff on recent Best Picture winner The
Artist, complete with period music, an
elaborate dance, and title cards. Finally,
there was the ?opera? thatclosed the show
on a high note, with a number of ?Bos
rock hits transformed into songs about
life at BC. The group topped themselves
with each successive number, going from
?Total Eclipse of the Bro? to ?Girls Just
Wanna Get Drunk? to ?Come On Leahy?
and ending with ?We Set the World On
Fire.? It was a fitting tribute to the talents
of My Mother?s Fleabag and to the school
that has been their home since 1980?and
judgingby the standing ovation that

comedic chops without upstaging or
undercutting the others. The performers

worked together like a well-oiledcomedic
machine, whether they were stuffing
marshmallows into each other?s mouths,
improvising poems about such topics as
skunks and rats, or keeping track of several alternating scenes in games like Pan
Left and theGrowing Shrinking Machine.
Aside from all the great improvisation on display, the Spring Big Show
also offered three scripted segments.

curate

closed out the show, appreciation for both
was on great display on

Saturday night. n

Disney tells chimp?s story
?Chimpanzee,? from

AlO

tinier species of monkeys. A prolongedscene
shows Oscar?s tribe planningan attack on
monkeys. A chimp is even pictured gnawing on his prey?s flesh, a grisly moment that?s

questionableinclusion might makeaudiences
squeamish.
If nothing else, Chimpanzee is an important film in terms

of the videoit captures of
therainforest, timeless images that will forever
preserve the memoryof a lushand captivating landscape. It?s hard not to audibly gasp
duringmoments of slow-motion lightning
strikes, sweeping shots of the treetops at midday, andraindrops slowlyploppingon plants
thatpuff cloudsof spores at the slightest
disturbance.It?s equallyas hard to
deducehow the filmmakers
could have gotten so close to
the action without disturbing
theforest?s inhabitants. Night
vision glimpses of leopards that

human?s attempt to understandwhat these
creatures might be thinking. The audience
is given no sense of perspectivewhen Allen
switches from a narrative voice to first-person
chimp voice, offeringtidbitslike ?Hey, this is
hard!? and ?I love you mom? to moments that
never neededsuch explanationin thefirst
place. Allenlends brevity to situations but his
narration often comes off as overlyassuming at

crucial moments.
For one thing, the ?rival group? of chimpanzees is consistently filmed in a darkerlight
with angry looks in their eyes. Their leader,
named Scar(ala The Lion King) by the documentary?s directors, is never given any screen
time wherehe might be swinging around
looking cute like baby Oscar does. Who is
to say thatthese chimpanzees are any
less adorablethan Oscar?s clan?It?s
a filmmaker?s choice that audiences must bemindfulof?while a
conflictbetween the two groups
certainlyexists, the movie

stalk in the pitch darkness are
stunning displays of ingenious filmmaking.

It?s cute for a
G-rated movie and
elicitssome serious
sympathy for the
cuddly Oscar, but
Allen?s narration
ultimatelyhinders
any believabilitythe
story may have. He lends
voices to the chimpanzees that are nothing more than a

lacks any evidence to prove
who is in the wrong.
Perhaps I?m making too
much out of a movie that

DAniel lee

was clearly intendedfor

lookingfor a whimsical
tale of cute chimpanzees
lazingaboutthe jungle
without a care in the world. It?s
important to think about the movie?s
narrative choices, but it?s justtoo darn
hard to dig any deeperthan Oscar?s

Rap and rock combine for fun show
Concert, from AlO
him an oversized fedora that he

jammed on his head with

CHORALE SERENADES CHAPEL

slowly

the aplomb

of Alex DeLarge from A Clockwork Orange. He hit the song out of the park,
but not without overturning a dusty
carpet onstage for the crew to clean up
mid-performance. The performance of
?Can You Take Me? hit a high point in
terms of utter strangeness and excitement

thatfelt untouchable.

Despite feeling more anemic than
the strong and gritty opener, the rest
of Third Eye Blind?s set pleased casual

listeners and fans alike. Songs like
?Jumper,? ?Semi-Charmed Kind of
Life,? and ?Never Let You Go? received
jubilant approval from the crowd, and

Jenkins performed quite well, despite
not

sAng

lee

/

for the heights

Patrons of the Trinity Chapel, a Newton Campus gem, gatheredto hear the regal
melodies of BC Chorale accompaniedby a full orchestra on a lovely Friday night.

editor

A highlightof Nelly?s set came whenhe brought a lucky group offemale students on stage to assist the rapper with his performance.

younger audiencesonly

adorablebaby monkey face. n

/ heights

quitebeing able to reach his famed

falsetto notes. Certain aspects of the
performance, however, fell flat with
audiences despite their creative conception. The drum solo performance
by Brad Hargreaves went on a bit too
long and caused viewer fatigue before
his smart percussion duet with a
dubstep track. Similarly, Jenkins? performance of the nearly shelved ?Slow
Motion? hammeredhome his motto
of doing what you want, but its sleepy
melody and slow pacing brought the
set to a halt. It?s a wonder he didn?t

got some help from the backing of the
St. Lunatics and the bass-heavy pro-

choose to perform an acoustic version
of the chart-topping single ?How?s It
Gonna Be? instead.The group ended
on a high note with ?Semi-Charmed
Kind of Life,? but the stage in Conte
quicklybegan the transformationfrom
the simple, visceral production to one
that required a bit more gloss and
style.
Before Nelly made his grand
entrance, the crowd began chanting
his name in anticipation. When the
rapper emerged from the wings in his
all-black ensemble, which he adorned
with diamondbracelets and topped
off with a white hat bearing a green
?B,? he flashed a bright white smile
as if to say, ?Prepare yourself.? With
backup from his hip-hop group, the
St. Lunatics, Nelly did not hold an
ounce ofhimself back. His unbridled
enthusiasm was a delirious thrill, even
if more substance could have been
asked of each song. For instance, his
opening number jammed threeof his
biggest hits, ?Party People,? ?Shake Ya
Tailfeather,? and ?Country Grammar,?
into one frantic, high-energy medley.
While the move left team ops pulling

duction. It cannot be denied, though,
that when Nelly is on, he is truly on.
During a cover of DJ Khaled?s ?All I
Do Is Win,? Nelly delivered a freestyle
verse with such expert precision that it
reminded everyone why the industry
celebrated his talent in the first place.
In a set that placed the audience?s enjoyment before his own, it was a treat
to see Nelly show a bit of that artistry.

The show took a turn toward
naughty weirdness when Nellybrought
five girls up on the stage. He ogled
them as they modeledtheir ?confident
walks? before choosing one lucky lady
to walk during the chorus of ?Body
On Me? before grinding on her during
his verse. He then followed suit with

birthday girls to the tune of ?Over
and Over Again? before jumping into
Chippendale modeand taking off
his shirt altogether.While the oddly
burlesqueportion of the show had its
own unique brand of discomfortand
enjoyment, Nelly tied the evening in a
nice bow with ?Just a Dream.?
When the lights came up, the two
overwhelmingthoughts were a mix of
?What was that whole thing?? and ?I
really want to go out right now.? For a
college concert, therecouldn?t be two
better conclusions. n
two

audience members down from their
seats, it wouldhave been great to
appreciate each of these songs in full

without feeling so rushed.
In terms of his skills, Nelly certainly

Disregarding standards, kitschy films can be appreciated
JOE ALLEN
As a movie reviewer, it might sound
sacrilegiousfor me to say this, but
what the hell: I love bad movies. That
isn?t to say I appreciate a cinematic

monstrosity the same way that I appreciate, say, Eternal Sunshine of the
Spotless Mind or The Dark Knight, but

when with a group of friends looking
to laugh at something, awful movies accept no substitutes. If someone
refuses to continue coming to movie
nights at my house, it isn?t because I
made him watch My Week with Marilyn or Melancholia(two of my highest-graded films from last semester).
It?s because the last two films screened
at my house were Weekend at Bernie?s
and Mega Shark Versus Giant Octopus.
Movies that have no artistic reason
for existing can provide a unique viewing experience:they can be talked over

without making anyone angry. The
same cannot be said about the vast majority of wide-releasedAmerican films
today, especially if seen in theaters.
When my friend and I laughed loudly
as Taylor Lautner was punched in the
face during Abduction, we received a
few dirty looks from mothers and one

rather intimidating Girl Scout. In the
comfort of one?s home, however, with
access to virtually any film imaginable,
talking back to a movie can make for a
great low-key night.
So, what makes a movie bad,
exactly? Horrible actors, lazy production, ill-timed music, little-if-any
narrative coherence, the presence of
Keanu Reeves
the list is endless and
?

usually obvious. The more important
question is, ?What makes a bad movie
enjoyable?? This is a bit more difficult
to answer, as responses can vary from
person to person. I usually follow the
rule of ?If the film doesn?t realize how
terrible it is, turn it off.? Directors/writers/actors who know their film is worthy of nothing more than insults often
lend said films a ?who gives a s?t??
attitude, allowing for maximum levels
of crazy. This phenomenon can be used
to explain the existence of most horror
films and everyother movie from the
1980s. On the flip side, a trashfilm that
considers itself to be cinematic gold is
almost never enjoyable to watch (looking at you, Battlefield Earth).
To expand on this idea, let?s take a
look at the type of film I hate the most:
the mediocre movie. These films exist
in the yawn-inducing middle ground

between Oscar-worthyfilms and The
Toxic Avenger. They account for a good
number of films that receive wide
releases and are especiallyprevalent in
the first half of any year?s movie release
calendar. A few from last year, in my
mind, include No Strings Attached,
Unknown, Bad Teacher, Cowboys and
Aliens, In Time, and Tower Heist. In

reality, most weeks feature therelease
of at least one of these movies. The

cause of

their mid-rangegrades can

years of the ?3os, ?4os,

and ?sos,

most

vary between having too many flaws,
failing to live up to hype, being high
off its own fumes, or just beingboring.
What every mediocre film possesses is

major films came to theaters with a B
movie name attached.These secondary
movies, madewithout much creative
limitation, were often ridiculous, yet

the ability to be easily forgotten.
On the other hand, a so-bad-it?sgood movie can be as memorable as a
really good movie. Unfortunately, these
types of films are rarely released in theaters anymore. Back in the studio-ruled

nevertheless enjoyable and fun to
laugh at. How can one not enjoy movies with titles like Attack of the Crab
Monsters, Plan 9 from Outer Space,
or The Wild Women of Wongo? Over
the past 20 years, similarly outrageous
movies have virtually disappearedfrom

theaters.
But in 2012,

with Netflix, On De-

mand, Internet downloads, and Boston
College?s extensive media center, finding these films, grade B and lower, is
no longer a problem! Now, any group
of friends with nothing better to do on

weeknight can recognize the commendableacting in Troll 2, can admire
the strained innuendos of Hot Dog:
The Movie (which is also a ski movie
seriously), or scream in terror at the
Attack of the 50 Foot Woman. Just stay
away from Titanic 2. That is the worst
movie I have ever seen, and it still gives
me nightmares.
a

?

courtesy of the AsyluM

Films such as ?Mega Shark VersesGiant Octopus? can be entertainingdespitetheir tackiness.

Joe Allen is a staff columnist for The
Heights. He welcomes commentsat arts@
bcheights.com.
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AN EYE ON CULTURE

Angsty about
Brangelina

TAYLOR CAVALLO
A few things have happenedsince I?ve
last written. Dick Clark passed away,Tupac
rose from the dead, and one girl?s life has
changed forever after being videotaped
making out with a palm tree at Ultra.
Amidst all these juicy stories, one stands
out (okay, it?s tied with the tree girl). After
seven years,Brad and Angelina Jolie are
engaged to bemarried.Whenlife gets you
down, and you feel like it couldn?t be worse,
just say these words to yourself:?Thank
God I?m not Jennifer Aniston.? Whenever
a friend airs their grievances to me, it?s one
of the things I say to make light of the situation after listeningto their troublesto get a
little chuckle out of them.But I?m only half
kidding. Take a minute to think about how
terrible her situation actually is.
In 2005, during the filming of Mr. and
Mrs. Smith, ?true love? conquered all, and
the already-marriedBrad Pitt and Angelina
Jolie fellfor each other. The scandalous
gossip about the potentiallyadulterous
behaviorbetween Pitt and Jolie heated
up the on-screen chemistry betweenthe
two, although Pitt only claims he ?fell in
love? with Jolie on the set, nothing more.
Highly doubtful,in my opinion. You think
it?s difficult seeing your ex-boyfriendfrom
high school on Facebook with a new girl?
Try watching your husband fall in love with
another woman in a boxoffice hit, knowing
that that was the movie that changed your
life. And boom, you?re Jennifer Aniston.
After this ?serendipitous? encounter
on the movie set, they officially became a
couple. But, unfortunately for everyone?s
favorite Friend, they?re not justany couple.
They?re the power couple of our generation. They?re humanitarianswho jet-setall
over the world, adopting and conceiving
their own children, donating to charities,
and gracing red carpets everywhere: Jolie in
beautiful gownsand Pitt in classy tuxedos
with wildfacial hair.Their careers have
been pretty decentin the past seven years
too, all while balancingprofessional life,
United Nations life, and of course, family
life. As they?re the epitome of a hot celebrity
couple, naturallythey?re on the cover of
every magazine, with a story on the inside
about some new, exotic vacation they?re on
or some new, noblecause they?re taking on,
featuring quotes from the couple abouthow
obsessed they are with each otherand how
their relationship is still going strong.
Somewhere, amidst that long, four-page
article featuring beach pictures of bikiniclad Jolie and Pitt in all his ab glory, usually
in the bottom right-hand corner, there is
a littlebox titled, ?What?s Jen up to?? or
something similar, boldlydiscussing how
she can?t holddown a boyfriendand still
doesn?t have any children.(He has six and
she has none). This blurb usually features a
picture of her, sweatpants and all, walking
her dog in large sunglasses.
Of course I support Jen. Jolie is one
of the hottest women in the world, and
Aniston still has no one. As I am frequently
the friend who hands out advice, I wonder
what I woulddo if I were Aniston?s friend
circa 2005?what wouldI say? I imagine
it as analogous to what friends do and say
now to cheer up their friendwhen their exsignificant other gets a new girlfriend: ?They
don?t look that happy;? ?She?s not that cute;?
?What is she wearing???but how would
one adjust thatframeworkof criticisms to
apply to one of the world?s sexiest stars?
?Her lips aren?t THAT sexy;? ?She?s not that
charitable.? My question is, why is the power
couple of our generation allowed to have
such a shady and morallyreprehensible
history? Why does no oneseem to care that
Pitt left his wife, one of ?America?s Sweethearts? for Jolie,who is interestinglyalways

Daniel lee

?90s throwbacks
pack Conte Forum
BY DARREN RANCK
Heights Sen

ior Staff

A

viewer of Friday?s Spring Concert presentedby the
UGBC could call it a throwback to late-?9os nostalgia,

an experienceakin to a bachelorette party on Quaaludes, an opportunity to see aging Top 40-players teeter
on the verge of insanity, or, quite simply, bizarre. The
sheer commitment and star quality of Third Eye Blind and Nelly de-

Daniel lee

/
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livered just what the UGBC aimed for, though?a damn good time.
A ticket boasting Third Eye Blind and Nelly allows for a bit of
skepticism. Third Eye Blind achieved stellar commercialsuccess with
their titular debut album, but radio formats have not been so kind
to themrecently. Save a JimCarrey cover in the movie Yes Man, the
grouphas fallen out of the mainstream. Nellyremains in the thick of
the industry basedon his successful pop-rap artillery, but he faced a
similar slump after hitting it big with his 2010 single ?Just a Dream.?
The question loomed heavily over Conte Forum: Did these two industry big shots stillhave the chops to get college studentsriled up?
Third Eye Blind tookthe stage 15minutes earlywith no introduction.
They dressed simply, choosing to wear rumpled jeans andmonochromatic shirts thatfittinglymatched theblack andwhitebanner thatbore
the band?s name. The seeming lack of ego felt unusual, but it made the
moment when the group tore into the opening number?Thanks a Lot?
all the more surprising and invigorating. Lead singer Stephan Jenkins
gave the song his signature guttural belt, which proved that his voice
still held up well. Alongside him, lead guitarist Kryz Reid delivered
distinctivelyrough chords that emphasizedthe grittiness of the opening and offered a solid expectationfor the set.
As the performance progressed, Jenkins unleashed a persona that
had the frightening charisma of Charles Manson. Before segueing
into ?Can You Take Me,? he took off his sunglasses and sucked on
the earpiece. He scanned the cheering crowdwith an oddly seductive glance before tossing the glassesaside. An on-stage aide handed

Nelly and Third Eye Blind packed Conte Forum with fans lookingfor a throwback show on Friday.

See Concert, A9

Disney?s ?Chimpanzee?
offers cute tale of survival
BY BRENNAN CARLEY
Arts & Review Editor

Oscar?s journey with his mother and his
group as he learns how to crack nuts
properly, watches his elders hunt for
meat, and ventures off into the treetops
on his own for the first time. His group
is the victim of several fierce attacks
from a rival tribeof chimpanzees who,
according to narrator Tim Allen, wish
to take controlof the covetednut-grove

Oh to be a primate, swinging through
the trees without a care in the world
except whereto find the next meal.That
is, unless you?re one of the chimpanzees
at the center of the new Disneynature
documentary Chimpanzee, who try to
trees.
protect their territory from a neighFor a movie that has been marketed
boring, rival group. At times genuinely
terrifying, the film traces the life of a to families, Chimpanzee contains some
three-year old chimp named Oscar as startlingly disturbing scenes of chimp
he matures and learns to live apart from on chimp violence and action. ?You
his mother.
may be shocked to know what the
chimpanzeeseat when they need meat,?
Although it is a documentary, Chimpanzee wouldn?t be a Disney movie Allen intones in a grave tone of voice,
without a sweeping narrative with but nothing could be more shocking
heroes, villains, love and loss, and techthan discovering the fact that they hunt
nically dazzling ?special effects.? Set in
the jungle of Uganda, the film follows
See ?Chimpanzee,? A9
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The popularimprov group proved once againthat funny is alwaysinfashion with their spring show.

Biannual Fleabag show
draws fans to O?Connell

referred to as a vixen, or a bombshell? Not

BY SEAN KEELEY

only do peoplenot seem to care or judge
Pitt?s quick jump to the darkerside, but they
also adoreBrangelina and are now eagerly
anticipating their wedding. Maybethat only
highlights the desperationthe public has
for involvement in the lives of celebrities,
but it might be more thanthat. Are Pitt?s
actions, and the lack of judgmentfor them,
epitomizing how society is fostering an
environment for men to be assholes if they
so choose? Maybe. These are the questions
I ponder. After I think about how that girl
could makeout with that tree for so long.

Heights Staff

Taylor Cavallo is the AssistantArts
Review editor of The Heights. She can
be reached at arts@bcheights.com.
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Last Saturday evening at 7 p.m., Boston
College?s premier improv comedy group,
My Mother?s Fleabag, packed the O?Connell
House for a riotous two and a half hour
extravaganza.One of three performances of
their SpringBig Show, the show included 14
separate improv games, as well
as threeprepared sketches.
The nine Fleabaggers sustained an impressively

high level of energy and
humor throughout the
show, and along the way
pokedfun at everythingfrom
Courtesy

of

disneynature

Oscar the chimpanzee loses his motherin this heartwrenching tale of Ugandan primates.

See Fleabag, A9
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Joss Whedon brings the drama in Cabin
INSIDE ARTS
The
which has
for release,
film,
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Zac Efron shines in The Lucky One
Though theNicholas Sparks melodramaisn?t his best,

8e5t5e11er5...............................A8

horror to a new level, A8
the movie manages to keep things interesting, A8
Box Office Rep0rt........................A8
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Lax out of ACC Tourney

Ramblings
on BC
baseball

BC gets eliminated by UVA in first round
BY GREG JOYCE
Sports Editor
It was too little, too late for the women?s
lacrosse team on Friday, as Virginia (11-6)
knocked Boston College (8-8), out of the
13 ACC Tournament
Virginia
in the first round.
Boston College 8
With eight minutes left in the first half, the Eagles trailed
8-1. They made a strong push after that to
get back into the game,but were ultimately
dealt a 13-8 loss by the Cavaliers.
?We challengedthis team to start going
harder to goal, to question things less as to

GREG JOYCE
After getting caught up in a hockey
that lasted till early April, it?s
about time we talk about what?s happening at The Birdcage:
-The current state of the Boston
College baseball team is hard to tell, as
the Eagles have struggled with consistency all season long. They can be as
good as they were last week when they
pounded No. 1 Florida State, but they
can also lose to 11-27 Harvard, twice.
BC started off its season by turning a lot of heads, jumping out to a
6-2 mark and beating quality teams. A
10-game losing streak followed that,
before the Eagles finally started their
season

latest series of ups and downs. Two
ACC series wins gave BC confidence,
and it was looking like the season
could be turned around. Yet after they
dropped a series at North Carolina
State this past weekend, the Eagles

have now been on the losing end of
three straight ACC weekend series.
The 15-25 record might look bad,
and the mounting ACC series losses
are surely frustrating for head coach
Mike Gambinoand his squad.But
really, all you have to do is look to last
weekend?s series against Florida State

what the Eagles are capable of.
they lost the series two games
to one. But BC actually could have
swept the No. 1 team in the nation that
weekend.That?s easy to say now that
to see

Yes,

the series has passed and all is said and
done, yet the Eagles were in all three of

those games.
The two games they lost were by
scores of 6-5 and 6-3. Not bad against
the best team in the country. And
what?s more is that Gambino?s team
was three outs away from wrapping up
that Friday game for a win. BC had the
5-4 lead heading into the ninth before
letting it slip away. Saturday?s threerun loss could have gone either way,
and the Eagles certainly made a statement on Sunday with a 17-6 shellacking of the Seminoles. Again, it?s easy to
look back now and say that BC could
have had its way in all three games.
But witnessing Sunday?s smackdown
of FSU showed those in attendance
at Shea Field what this team is truly
capable of.
If the bats are hot for the Eagles,
anything is possible. Three ACC
weekend series remain, including
this weekend?s tilt with Wake Forest
at home. Look for BC to steal two of

See Column, B4
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Kristin Igoechipped in with two goalsagainst Virginiaon Friday, but itwasn?t enough toget by.

of her own before the end of the frame,
making it a five-goal deficit for BC at the

the year, as freshman Covie Stanwick as-

midway mark.
At the start of the second, Virginia
scored the first goal,but theEagles showed
some life with three goals to make it 96, the closest they had been all day. The
goals came from Stanwick, Kristin Igoe,
and Brittany Wilton, as BC trailed by just
three with over 23 minutes stillleft to play
in the game.
That was as close as the Eagles would get
to the Cavaliers, though, as the higher seed
responded just under two minutes later
with Julie Gardner?s fifth goal of thegame.
Another goalfrom Josie Owen made it 11-6
with 18 minutes to play, which seemingly
shutdownany chance of a BC comeback.
Minutes later, Wilton found Stanwick
for her second goalof the game,but Virginia

sisted on the tallyby finding an open Blue
in front of the net.

See Lacrosse, B3

whether they could or could not do something and to trust theirinstincts,? saidhead
coach Bowen Holden. ?And on top of that,
we had to take care of the ball, which was
not happening earlier in the game.?
Virginia jumpedout to an early 4-0 lead
over BC, before junior Brooke Blue finally
put her team on the scoreboard with 15:41
left in the half. The goal was Blue?s 34th of
DAniel lee

After that, though, the Cavaliers once
again scored four more unanswered goals
to stretch their lead to 8-1 eight minutes
before halftime.
Freshman Mikaela Rix added two goals

BC wins series opener at NC Statebefore dropping pair
Eagles secure 11-10 win on Friday night, but
Wolfpack sweep Saturday doubleheader

off by crushing a double off of the wall
in center. After Rob Moir advanced to
first thanks to a wild pitch on the third
strike, which also moved Melchionda to

BY CHRIS GRIMALDI
Heights Editor

however, when State?s Jake Fincher
drove in Andrew Ciencin with a single
to produce the game?s first run. Though

third, Spenser Payne walked to load the
bases. Coming up in a clutch situation,
Matt Pare stayed patient at the plate

Looking to bounce back from a Lasko managed to avoid further trouble,
tough loss to Rhode Island and conthis half-inningwouldmark the start of
tinue its string of success against ranked a game-long offensive outburst. Showopponents, the ing their characteristic perseverance,
NC State 10 9 16
Boston College the Eagles fought back in the top of
11 0 9
BC
baseball team the fifth after Anthony Melchionda led
traveled to ACC foe No. 18 North
Carolina State over the weekend for a
three-game set against the Wolfpack.
The series proved to be an offensive
slugfest, with both teams accounting
for a total of 55 runs. Though BC would
edge out an exciting upset victory in
Friday?s contest, it went on to be swept
in Saturday?s doubleheader, handing
NC State a win of the series. In away,
the weekend served as an embodiment
of the Eagles? season thus far?their
talent and toughness allowed them to
keep close with yet anotherranked opponent, but they struggled to seal the

and drew a bases-loaded walk to plate
Melchionda. The Eagles took the lead
thanks to Travis Ferrick, who continued
the scoring with a two-run double to
left field.
BC was prepared to exit the fifth

-

-

deal at

game?s

-

-

State?s Ryan Matthews responded with a
two-out, two-run homerun to the tie the
score. In this back-and-forthcontest, the
Eagles fought back with another three
runs in the sixth off of a Marc Perdios
double, a wild pitch, and a passed ball,
putting coach Gambino?s squad up by a
score of 6-3. Perdios? timely extra-base
knock extendedhis hitting streak to six

games.

See Baseball,

end.

Friday night marked game one of
the series at Dail Park. Taking over four
hours to complete nine innings, the
matchup proved to be a marathonaffair.
In the end, however, it was worth it for
head coach Mike Gambino?s Eagles, as
they managed to outscore a strong Wolfpack squad by a score of 11-10.
For the first three-and-a-half innings,
BC?s Taylor Lasko and the Wolfpack?s
Ethan Ogburn seemed to be locked
in a pitcher?s duel, with neither team
plating a run. NC State would strike
first blood in the bottom of the fourth,

grAhAM beck

/
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Matt McGovern cleared the bases with a three-run double in Friday?s game, giving BC the leadfor goodin the 11-10 win over the Wolfpack.

ALUMNI STADIUM PLAYS HOST TO LIFT FOR LIFE

Softball swept at the
hands of No. 22 FSU
just six total hits. BC only managed to
four runs in the series and only
put up 11 hits in the three games.And

BY STEVEN PRINCIPI
Heights

score

Staff

The Boston College softball team
dropped all three games of its weekend
series at No. 22 Florida State and saw
its losing streak
12 2 5
FSU
-

BC

-

4-0 0
-

stretched out to
six games. The

Eagles lost 5-0 on Sunday afternoon
after droppingbothgamesof Saturday?s
doubleheader, 12-4 and 2-0, to drop to
20-22 on the season and just 2-13 in
ACC play. Head coach Ashley Obrest
spoke of her team?s play over the weekend, saying that while there were some
positives to take out, the overall execution was lacking.

DAniel lee
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On Saturday, the football team participatedin the fourth annual Uplifting Athletes? ?Lift for Life? at Alumni Stadium. For more, see 84.

Point/Counterpoint
INSIDE SPORTS
whether Luke
should be

?It was a disappointing weekend,?
Obrest said. ?We couldn?t seem to get
firing on all cylinders. Some games we
had the hitting but didn?t have the fielding, other games we had the pitching,
but we couldn?t put it all together. It was
a little disappointingbut there are some
bright spots here and there.?
The Eagles were shut out 5-0 on
Sunday as the series wrapped up. Florida
State scored two runs early and BC was
unable to solve Seminole pitcher Lacey
Waldrop, whothrew two complete game
shutouts in the series while allowing

Track and Tennis compete in ACC?s

whileObrest noticed the great pitching
from Florida State, she admitted some
concern with those numbers.
?It?s definitely not something you
like to see,? Obrest said. ?We faced
good pitchers and they got a lot of
ground balls. We started to get going
a little bit in the later innings of the
third game,but we need to do a better
job of swinging at the right pitches and
lookingfor theright [pitches]. There?s a
good chance we?ll play themagain in the
[ACC] tournament, and we?ll be ready
for them then.?
The middle game of the series once
again saw Waldrop shut the Eagles down
on offense. BC?s starting pitcher, Morgan Kidd, threwwell for her team, but
Florida State managed to score once in
the fifth and again in the sixth to take
the game 6-0.
The first game featured much more
offense from both sides. The Eagles
jumped out to a quick 2-0 lead before
Florida State scored five unanswered
managedto cut the score to 5-4
in the fourth, but a seven-run outburst

runs. BC

See Softball, B3
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From the Heights to the pros: Whyformer Eagles prove the worth ofBC
BY CHRIS GRIMALDI
From a Superfan?s perspective, the
2011-2012 school year hasbeen charac-

terizedby the highest of highs and the
lowestof lowsfor Boston Collegesports.
We?ve perseveredthrough a disappointing
football season, watched a young basketball squad steadilymature before our eyes,
and celebrated as our hockey team hoisted
a National Championship trophy at the
Frozen Four. Throughout thisrollercoaster
ridefor BC fans, therehave been reasons
to either look forward to the future with
optimism or turn cynical toward an athletic department that hasn?t exactlybeen
the modelof consistency this year. Add
in BC?s tough ACC competition?powerhouse programs loomingwith talent?and
even the most committed Superfan begins
to doubt.

After all, this is a school that, in years
past, has produced Heisman winner
Doug Flutie, Super Bowl champion Bill
Romanowski, and many otherEagles who
soared beyond the Heights to make an
impact on theprofessional sporting world.
It is a school that?s garnered bowl game
victories, experiencedNCAA tournament

taken a beating, but all us fans have to do
is tune into theNFL Draft this Thursday
or the Stanley Cup playoffs in order to
prove that our fears are unfounded?the

proverbial glasswe oncesaw as half empty
is actually halffull.

Take our football team, for instance.
The 2011 seasonproduced eight losses
and a dismalend to the Eagles? 12-game
bowl streak, but it also was thebackdrop
of linebacker Luke Kuechly?s emergence
as a Butkus Trophy winner and NFL prospect. After averaging over 15 tackles per
gameand catching the attention of scouts
with his uncanny ability to lead a defense,
Kuechly solidifiedhis spot as a high firstround pick in Thursdaynight?s draft.He?s
heralded as one of the best all-around
football players and ?high-character guys?
in this year?s crop of collegiate talent
turning pro, and analysts? latest projections insinuate that he may be taken by an
NFL team within the first 10 selections.
While the Eagles may not have come close
to producing a winning season, they did
produce a highly touted professional-tobe whohas effectivelyrepresented BC as
a top-tier university with top-tier athletic
programs.
Still not convinced?Then keep calling
me a blind optimist, but when in doubt,
I suggest looking at our hockey team for

births, and earned National Championship trophies. We?ve historically met high
expectations, but has a year that?s tested
Superfans? pride and patience led us to
always be prepared for the worst?
We may have reason to believe that

proof of my point. Besidesof winning the
collegiatehockey?s National Championship a few weeksago, the greatest accomplishment for both head coach Jerry

BC?s traditionof athleticexcellence has

York?s Eagles and arguably all of BC sports

GrAhAMBeck/ heiGhts editor

Former BC athletes now in the pros, such as ChrisKreider (above), give Superfans something to be proud of even when teams are struggling.
this year was sendingfive players off to
embark on their professional careers.
Barry Almeida,Brian Dumoulin, Paul
Carey, and Tommy Cross allprepared to
lace up for their respective NHL orga-

York Rangers in their pursuit of another
Stanley Cup. After earning high praise
from Rangers coach John Tortorellafor
the 20-year oldKreider?s effort and poise,
I think it?s safe to say that he deserves the

year?s installmentof BC sports. Yet their

nizations and represent BC on a whole
other level. And their former teammate
Chris Kreider? He seems to have made
a seamless transition from starring on

pride of all Superfans, and has further
secured BC?s reputation as producer of

both on the playingfield and beyond.For
any doubting Superfan, thatis certainly

quality athletes.
Of course, I realize that theindividual
success of theseformer Eagleswill no
longer help build winning teams here
on the Heights nor bring success to next

something of which we can be proud.

the Heights to debutingas a first-shift
forward in Game 3 of the Eastern Conference quarterfinals, helping the New

success and ascension to the promised
land of athletics says a lot about BC?we
are a University that can still produce

high-quality,high-character individuals,

Chris Grimaldiis an editorfor The Heights.
He can be reached at sports@bcheights.
com.

ACC Track and Field Championship highlighted by BC?s King in the 800
BY CHRIS MARINO
Assoc. SportsEditor
On Thursday, Friday, andSaturday, the Boston Col-

legemen?s and women?s trackandfield teams competed
in the ACC Outdoor Track and Field Championship
in Charlottesville, Va. The women?s team finished the

attempt for 46.58 meters.
HopeKrause ledthe women?s five-kilometergroup
to an Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference qualifier. The graduate student finished in 11th place for
the Eagles with a time of 17:02.71. Heather Garcia,

who ended the race with a time of 17:29.43 for a 17th
place finish, followed. The contingent finished with

the 17:35.11 time ofAllison Stasiuk, the 18:13.27 time
of Elizabeth Hynes and the 18:39.67 time of Alanna
Poretta.

weekend with 26 points, which is the third most in the
the conference meet. The men?s

program?s history at

team ended with four points, which was also the team?s
third most points at theACC Championship.

The women?s team was led by graduate student
Caroline King, who medaled in the 800-meter run on
Saturday.It was thethird straight year thatshe medaled
in the 800-meter at this meet. King led theinitialbreak
from the start line, and into the backstretch, however,
North Carolina?s Tasha Stanley and Florida State?s
Violah Lagat passed her. King pushed through the fi-

Taylor Aizenstadtlooked strong in the high jump
pit competition. The junior cleared 1.65 meters for
her top attempt of the day. The women?s team also
saw a solid performance fromKim McDonaghin the
long jump competition. The freshman finished with
a jump of 4.95 meters.
The men?s team didn?t have quite as much success
in its field. There were some qualityperformances for
the team, however.The men?s 4x400 meter relay team
finished in thirdplace for the first section. The team
competed at a strong pace to finish in 3:16.72. The
team consisted of Brian Smith, who led off, Connor
O?Neill, Jack Hennessy, andKellen Mac Donald.
The 5,000-meter run saw BC?s largest pool of competitors. Louis Serafini was the top performer for the
Eagleswith a New Englandstandardof 14:44.69,which
was goodfor a 12th-placefinish. This beathis previous
season best by 16 seconds. Freshman Richard Lucas
followed with a time of 15:43.04, and the team also

nal turn to pass Lagat, and finished the race in second
place. The silver medalist finished with her personal

best time of 2:04.11.
Freshman distance runner Liv Westphal ran well
in her inaugural ACC Championship. After finishing
seventh in thepreliminary1,500-meter run, theFrance
native finishedthe finals in fourth place with a time of
4:32.70. Madeline Wallace also did well in the 1,500meter race with a seventh place finish. The graduate

finishes for Jack Shannon (15:49.44)
and Brian Wolff (16:21.62).
The secondattempt for long jump competitorMatthewAsetula went for a markof6.94 meters, whileJon
Bogosian cleared 1.95 meters in the high jumppit.
The women?s team finished in 11thplace, while the
men?s team ended up in 12th place. In the women?s
standings, Clemson led the way in the women?s divi-

student had a time of 4:33.94.
Senior Kelsey Huckins was the other Eagle to add
points for her team. The Westmoreland, N.H. native
tooksixth place in thediscus contest, throwingher fifth

sion with a point total of 185. The next closest team
was Virginia with 100points. Virginia Tech earned the
topspot in the men?s division with 153.5 point to beat
out Florida State?s 149. n

saw important

MAttrourke

/

AP Photo

Caroline King (left) earned a silver medalfor her strong performancein the 800 meter run in the ACC Championships.

Tennis falls in ACC Tourney
BY AUSTIN TEDESCO

sophomoreMichael McGinnis did not fin-

Asst. Sports Editor

ish theirmatch, they ended it trailing 6-3.
NC State would go on to win thefirst three
singles matches, sealing the victory and

Both the men?s and women?s Boston
College tennis teams were eliminated in
the first round of the ACC Tournament
last Thursday at the Cary Tennis Complex
in North Carolina. The North Carolina
State Wolfpack defeatedboth squads, with
the men falling 4-0 while the womenwere
defeated 4-3. The loss ended the men?s
season, but the women still have a chance
to earn a bid to the NCAA Tournament.
That announcement will come on May 1,
but the first-round exit to go alongwith a
10-13 final record may place theEagles on

the outside looking in regarding tournahopes.
The 11th-seedmen?s team faced eighthseed NC State Thursday afternoon, putting
up a goodfight before eventuallyfalling to
ment

DAniel lee/heiGhts editor And AleX trAutWiG /heiGhts senior stAff

Both the men?s and women?s tennis teams were defeated by NC State in the first round of the ACC Tournament in North Carolina last Thursday.

SPORTin SHORT

ACC Baseball Standings
Atlantic
Florida State
NC State
Clemson
Wake Forest
Maryland
Boston College

Conference

Overall

18-2
13-8
12-9
9-12
7-14
6-15

32-7-0
26-12-0
24-17-0
25-16-0
25-17-0
15-25-0

13-8
12-8
11-10
9-12
8-13
7-14

29-12-0
26-13-0
16-14-1
24-17-0
27-15-0
15-26-0

Coastal
North Carolina
Miami
Virginia
Georgia Tech
Virginia Tech
Duke

the Wolfpack. Doubles combinations of seniors Akash Muppidi with Alex Skinner, as
well as freshman Matt Wagner with junior

Billy Grokenberger,both lost theirmatches
8-5. Although freshman Philip Nelsonand

ending some of the single matches early.
The loss dropped theEagles to 6-15 on the
season, as well as 1-9 in ACC play.
Coming in as the eight seed, the women?s team faced theninth-seed Wolfpack in
a series that wasn?t decideduntil the final
set. NC State jumped to a 2-0 lead over
BC, as the Pack secured the doubles point

and then earned the first singles point as
well. Senior Katarina Gajic earned a point
for the Eagles in her singles matchbefore
the Wolfpack earnedanothersingles point
of their own to make it 3-1. Freshman Jessica Wacnik and junior Kelly Barry both
won singles matches to tie the series up at
three apiece. Senior Erina Kikuchi faced
NC State?s JoelleKissell in a rematch from
earlier in the year that Kikuchi won, but
Kissell had the upper hand this time in a
three-set match, earning the final point
and allowing the Wolfpack to advance in

the tournament.

Numbers to Know

Quote of the Week

2:04.11

?I talked to everyone, because
my locker room is unbelievable.
I won?t bring in anyone, even for
five days, who will upset that. The
one thingthey all said was he?s not
just smart?he?s brilliant smart.
But he does dumb things. Just
being a ballplayer?that?s what
he has to view himself as, and if
he can do that, he has a chance.?

Caroline King?s time in the 800 meter run
during hersecond place finish atthe ACC
Championships overthe weekend.

0
Number of runs scored by the BC softball team in its doubleheader against
FSU on Sunday.

.556
Batting average of BC senior outfielder
Marc Perios in a three-game series
against NC State.

Celtics coach Doc Rivers on
former Eagle Sean Williams
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?No one?s really pressing, I just think we?re all a little frustrated. Everyone knows how to swing the bat and
catch a ground ball. Our pitchers know how to throw the ball, so we just have to keep that confidence up. I
think it?s just a matter of stringing together a couple hits and getting some solid innings from our pitchers
and getting solid defense behind our pitcher. I think the confidence will justgrow from there.?

-Head Coach Ashley Obrest

BC suffers weekend sweep at Florida St.
Softball, from B1
by the Seminoles in the fifth ended the
game by a score of 12-4. Again,however,
Obrest tried to remain upbeat, saying
that she did see some good things out
of her team this series.
?We?re trying to take positives out of
every game,? Obrest said. ?For learning
along the way, we?re kind of lettingthem
make the mistakes and then spend time
talking about them. We just need to go
out and keep getting better every day.
We?ve got some big midweek games,

and then we?ve got a big series with
Maryland [next weekend].?
The sweep brings the Eagles? losing
streak to a season-high six games. The
three losses also knocked BC?s record
under .500 for the first time this season
and pushed them further into the cellar
of the ACC. But Obrest does not want
her team to panic or change the way
they are approaching the game.
?No one?s really pressing, I just think

we?re all a little frustrated,? Obrest said.
?Everyone knows how to swing the bat
and catch a ground ball. Our pitchers

know how to throwthe ball, so we just
have to keep that confidence up. I think
it?s just a matter of stringing together
a couple hits and getting some solid
innings from our pitchers and getting
solid defense behind our pitcher. I

think the confidence will just grow
from there.?
The Eagles will return to action on
Wednesday when they travel to Dartmouth for a doubleheader. They will
host BU on Thursday before they welcome Marylandfor a three-game series
this weekend.

n

DAniel lee
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BC fired back against UVAafter the Cavaliers got outto an 8-1 lead, butcouldn?t fully close the gap.

Eagles ousted by UVA in
first round of ACC tourney
fast break to fast break,? said Virginia head
coach Julie Myers. ?We knew that we were
wouldrespond next again on a goalby Katie going to needtomake some big stops defenSlater off a free position shot.
sively. Everyoneacross theboardshowedup
Igoe added one more goal for BC with with one of theirbest gamesof the season,
five minutes remaining, but Gardner had and we just controlled the gamefrom start
the last say with her sixth and final goal of to finish.?
The loss dropped the Eagles to 8-8 on
the day, making it a 13-8 final.
?Their defense was great today,? Stanthe season, though they still own the No. 17
wick saidof Virginia. ?We just didn?t adjust ranking in the country. BC willend its regular season with two non-conference games,
enough to come out with a win.?
including senior day at home on Saturday
The Eagles hadthe upper hand statistically, winning the shot and draw control against Yale.The final home game is Tuesadvantage, 28-26 and 13-10, respectively. day, when the Eagles host New Hampshire.
But the Cavaliers won in the place where Following that,BC willlearnwhether or not
it will get the chance to play in the NCAA
numbers matter most: the scoreboard.
Tournament. Two wins would surely boost
?It was a great game. We?ve been working all week to make sure we were ready its tournament resume, whilea loss in either
to put pressure on BC, and we wanted to
game may end the Eagles? hopes of playing
be able to run faster and transition from any postseason lacrosse. n

Lacrosse, from B1

DAniel lee
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Nicole D?Argento tallied two hits on a weekend in which the BC bats went largely silent, as the Eagles were shut out in Sunday?s doubleheader.

Eagles get one at No. 18 NC State, but can?t hang on to win series
Baseball, from B1
Once again, the Wolfpack would not
be easily silenced. In the bottom of the
second, NC State plated another four
runs to regain the lead after capitalizing on two costly BC errors and a
wild pitch.
For the third time in the game,however, the Eagles would pull ahead?this
time, for good. Melchionda led off with
a single and put himself in scoring position by swiping second. Perdios and
Payne followed with a walk and a single,
to load the bases. After BC?s John Hennessy replaced Melchionda as pinch
runner, he took advantage of another
Wolfpack miscue from off the mound
and scored the game-tying run off of a
wild pitch. The Eagles would go on to

load the bases again in the same inning,
setting the stage for a searing three-run
doubleoff the bat of Matt McGovern to
give the Eagles a 10-7 lead. Freshman
standoutBlake Butera provideda muchneeded insurance run with a well-hit

double of his

own,

extending the lead

to four runs.

Though the Wolfpack rallied with
three runs in theirfinal two at-bats, BC?s

John Gorman recorded the final out in
the bottomof the ninth to seal the deal,

and earned the Eagles their seventh victory over a ranked opponent.
Gambino was pleased with the

Eagles? hard-fought victory over a formidable opponent, but he also realizes
that winning big games like these is
part of competing in one of the nation?s
toughest conferences.
?One of the things about our league
is you?re playingtop-ranked teams every
weekend,? he said. ?We get so used to
playing teams in the Top 10, Top 15 that
it?s just what we?re used to doing.?
Despite BC?s late-inning heroics the
night before, the first gameof Saturday?s
twin billing proved to be the low point
of theweekend. Coming out flat against
a dominant performance by NC State?s
lefty starter Carlos Rodon, the Eagles
were shutout in a 9-0 defeat.
One of the lone bright spots for
Gambino?s squad was a Perdios double,
which extended his career-best hit

streak to seven games.
Otherwise, the Wolfpack got the best
of Eagles? starter Hunter Gordon. Only
one of the four runs he surrenderedwere
earned, but it would be all NC State
would need to break even in the series.
BC?s ACC foe interruptedGordon?s solid
start to the game with a four-run fifth
inning, highlightedby a pair of doubles

grAhAM Beck / heights editor

HunterGordon got the start in thefirst game of Saturday?s doubleheader, but couldn?t get the win.

off the bats of Chris Diaz and Ciencin.
Coming out of a rain delay in the
sixth inning, the Eagles sparked their
lone rally of the game after Butera singledwith two outs. Tom Bourdon would
follow with a hard-hit double downthe
line, sendingButera racing around third
base attempting to get the Eagles on the
board. The BC freshman was thrown out
plate for the third out, however,
ending the scoring threat and stunting
at the

the Eagles? brief momentum.
From there, the Wolfpack kept
cruising along on the shoulders of a
tremendous outing by Rodon. In his
eight innings of work, the crafty lefty
struck out 10 BC batters and improved
his record to 7-0 on the season.
?Carlos Rodon is one of the top lefthanded pitchers in the country,? Gambinoremarked in reflectionofSaturday?s
shutout loss. ?He mightbe the best arm
we?ve seen this year he kind of really
just shut down our offense. We actually
had very good at-bats against him. We
just couldn?t string [anything] together.
We had great at-bats all weekend.?
The NC State lineup would tack on
another five runs in the final innings,
capped by a Matthews home run. A
silent BC offense bereft of scoring
opportunities went down silently, securing Rodon?s shutout and giving the
Wolfpack a lift heading into the decisive
rubber game.
Due to a forecast of inclement
weather for Sunday at Dail Park, the
series finale was pushed up to Saturday.
Capping the last-minute doubleheader,
the Eagles looked to quickly bounce
back from the 9-0 drubbing they faced
earlier in the day and win the series. The
Wolfpack had other plans, however, and
defeated the Eagles by a score of 16-9
despite a valiant offensive effort from
Gambino?s squad.
The Eagles jumped out to an early
2-0 lead thanks to an RBI groundout
by Melchionda and a hot shot off the
bat of Moir that plated Butera. Just as
they had done all weekend long, the
Wolfpack stormed back into the game,
scoring four runs of their own in the
second half of the first inning. Two
singles resulted in a run thanks to a BC
throwing error, and a frozen rope from
Logan Ratledge gave NC State the lead.
BC?s Pare responded with a double in
the third frame, and came around to
score off of a Perdios RBI. The Eagles?
third-inning comeback was highlighted
?

grAhAM Beck / heights editor

Marc Perdios was on a tear at the plate during the series, with BC scoring a total of 20
Despite BC?s inabilityto put the game
by a two-run dinger off the bat of Butera,
which gave the Eagles a 5-4 advantage. away on Saturday, the second-year BC
The timely home run was the rookie?s head coach remains positive about his
bullpen.
third in 2012.
Anotherrally by the Wolfpack capped
?Our bullpen?s getting better,? he said.
by a Danny Canela double saw NC State ?They were doing a real good job earlier
jump out by a score of 7-5. The Eagles in the year, and a couple gameswhen we
would quickly respond in the top half couldn?t get the bats going. This past
weekend, we gave it up a little bit but the
of the sixth inning with a rally of their
own. With the bases loaded, Bourdon
came through with a single to center
field that cleared the bases thanks to
an NC State outfield miscue. When the
dust finally cleared, the Eagles were back
out in front, 8-7.

Following the weekend?s theme of
high-scoring comebacks, the Wolfpack
exploded with five runs of their own
off of BC?s bullpen in the bottom half
of the inning. Another Diaz double and
anothersmack by Matthewsoff Gorman
helped NC State amass a 12-7 lead, a

margin that would eventually be widened by anotherfour Wolfpack runs that
all but sealed the visiting team?s fate.

bat?s picked them up. So it?s kind of part

of thedeal. [The bullpen] will do a great
job. Those guys have been throwing
the ball real wellfor us, and they?ll continue throwing the ball well.?
Although the Eagles dropped two out
of three in the series, their never-say-die
attitude and hard-nosed play allowed
them to challenge a highly ranked con?

ference nemesis and pull out an upset
victory. As tough competition awaits
BC in the home stretch of its season,
Gambino hopes his team builds upon
its ability to challenge opposing powerhouses for all nine innings.
?It sounds like an old coaching cliche,

Though the Eagles fought back with but it really is true: whether it?s good
of a Pare bases-loaded or bad, don?t let what happened yeswalk and a Bourdon sac fly, the deficit terday affect tomorrow, play one game
two more runs off

was too great for BC to overcome. Even

after their three comebacks in nine in-

nings, Gambino?s squad found itself on
the losing end of a 16-9 final.

at a time. At this point, we just want to
refocus, get ready, and play a game on
Tuesday against a really good St. John?s

team.?

n
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Jumbled thoughts on Eagle baseball
Column, from B1
those series before the regular season
concludes.
-Off the field, the team is trying
to help strikeout ALS, with a personal connection to the fight. Former
Eagle Peter Frates, a 2007 BC grad,
is currently battling ALS at Mass
General Hospital.During his time on
the Heights, Frates was an outfielder
on the baseball team, and now serves
as the director of operationsfor his
former BC squad. The current Eagles
are now trying to help out their former

captain.

Frates? family has
grAhAM Beck / heights

stAff

Last weekend?s series vs. FSU brought a great crowd to Shea Field, as BC could have swept.

BC raises money for

the ?Pete
will help to
of his medical care
set up

Frates #3 Fund,? which

defray the costs

uplifting

and expenses. This coming Saturday?s game against Wake Forest has

been deemed the ALS Awareness
Game with Peter Frates, as his family
and friends will gather for a tailgate
and the game.
Additionally,the Eagles also helped
to raise awareness of ALS during their
series at Virginia Tech two weeks ago.
Both teams wore special jerseys during
batting practice, and Frates gave BC a
pregame speech before they took the
field for warm-ups. Frates later threw
out the ceremonialfirst pitch for that
game.
Frates? family has now set up a
website dedicated to the fund, which
also has a video blog for Frates to give
updates through. More information

and details can be found at www.pete-

frates.com.
-This weekend?s series against Wake
Forest is the final home ACC series for
the Eagles before the semester ends.
Enjoy it before you?re forced into the
lovely confines of Bapst Library for
finals week. We all know a little college
baseball is the best way to get your mind
off schoolworkand that awful major
league team you love. That old manager
isn?t coming back any time soon. Head

down to Shea Field to remind yourself
that you still really love baseball, before
it?s too late.
Greg Joyce is the Sports Editor for The
Heights. He can be reached at sports@
bcheights.com.

athletes at annual lift for life

DAniel lee

/

heights eDitor

The Boston Collegefootball team held its annual Lift for Life event on Saturday, which helped to raise moneyfor Uplifting Athletes. The Eaglesparticipatedin nine different exercises, testing their strength andendurancefor
a greatcause. The teamraised over $ll,OOO at the event, with the proceeds going toward the Sarcoma Foundation of America, helping to raise awareness for the disease, the same that affected Mark Herzlich two years ago.

NEED CREDITS? THINK SUMMER!
3

(&)

(Q)

J?i

3

(D)
STONY BROOK UNIVERSITY

SUMMERSESSIONS 2012
SESSION I: May 29 to July 6

?

SESSION II: July 9 to August 16

(
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Will Luke Kuechly be a top-10 draft pick?

Point/Counterpoint:

Preparation will lead Kuechly to high pick

Inexperience will cause teams to wait

BY STEPHEN SIKORA

BY AUSTIN TEDESCO

Heights Staff

Asst. Sports Editor

have no problem adjusting to the NFL.
?I do a pretty good job preparing myself,?
Kuechly toldESPN.com. ?That?s something I take
Even though the top two picks in the 2012 pride in. I can point at different guysand let them
NFL draft are already known to be quarterbacks know what they?re doing if they have questions.
Andrew Luck and Robert Griffin 111, former BosAnd doing that,and knowing what everyone is doton College linebackerLuke Kuechly may be the
ing, you can play faster.? WithKuechly, NFL teams
best player at his position in the draft. Kuechly know they?re getting a player who?s intelligentand
finished the 2011 season with 191 tackles, lead- will know the playbook in and out.
Scouts have also been impressed by his work
ing the NCAA and having the second-highest
total ever. He also paced the NCAA in tackles as ethic. With the investment teams put into players
a sophomore, and finished just four off the firstdrafted in the top 10, they need to make sure a
place total as a freshman. Last season, Kuechly player is dedicatedto the game.
finished with 32 more tacklesthan the next highest
The best way to build a team in the league is
player en route to breaking the ACC record?in
through the draft, and making a mistake on a high
only three years at the school. In comparison, the draft choice can set a franchise back a few seasons.
consensus No. 1pick Andrew Luck, by the metric
The team that draftsLuke Kuechly will be getting
of quarterback rating, had just the fifth best seaan anchor for its defense for years to come. The
son of NCAA quarterbacks. That?s not to say he
best defensive teams of the recent era have had
shouldn?t be takenbefore Kuechly, but it shows a franchise player in the middle, whether it be
Ray Lewis of the Ravens or Brian Urlacher of the
how dominantKuechly was at his position.
The skills that allowedKuechly to put up those Bears. That?s the best-case scenario for Kuechly.
numbers will translate to the NFL. He has an And while he may not reach that high, he will
uncanny nose for the ball and is a solid tackler. be a solid player in the NFL: exactly what teams
His instinct to find the ball isn?t something that drafting in the top 10 are looking for. n
can be taught?either you have it or you don?t,
and Kuechly has it. Kuechly has shown the ability
to recognize plays quickly in both run and zone
defenses. The extra time he has from promptly
picking up plays allows him to get in prime position for blocks and tackles.
Additionally,Kuechly has the physical stature
needed to succeed in the NFL. He stands at 6foot-3 and 242 lbs. In comparison, top linebacker
Patrick Willis is listed at 6-foot-1, 240. Kuechly
also ran a 4.58 40-yard dash,which quelled scouts?
questions about his athleticism. The knock on
Kuechly is that he?s not especially fast or explosive?scouts must not have watched his game
against Miami last year when he returned an
interception for 45 yards and the score. Former
BC linebackerMark Herzlich had high praise for
Kuechly.
?His speed is what really stood out when we
played together,? Herzlich told ESPN.com. ?There

Although Luke Kuechly is an undeniable
talent and has plenty of potential as an NFL
prospect, he should not be a top-10 pick in
the upcoming NFL Draft. Top-10 picks at any
position, not just linebacker, are reserved for
players who will come in and make a huge,
sweeping impact on a franchise. As great as
Kuechly is, he?s just not that type of player.
By either their first or second year, top-10
picks are expected to be an important part
of opposing teams? game plans, but Kuechly
will still be fighting for playing time or will
still be trying to make a name for himself by
then. There is little doubt thatKuechly will be
a successful linebacker in the NFL for a long
time, but a top-10 pick should be reserved for
only the most elite linebacker prospects, and
so far Kuechly hasn?t shown that he deserves
thatrisk.
Kuechly can be best described as a solid and
reliable linebacker,but not a game-changerat
the professional level. Former top-10 picks at

would be times when I would wonder if we would
get to a play, and he?d come out of nowhere to
make it.?
Kuechly is an especially smart player, something of extreme importance in the NFL. The game
on Sunday is a product of intense hard work by
players andcoaches duringthe week.This includes
knowing theplaybook and preparing how to attack
differentoffenses. Kuechly hasshown the abilityto
grasp the defensive scheme he plays in, and should

GrAhAMBeck / heiGhts editor

linebacker include Von Miller, Rolando McClain, and AJ Hawk. In a Big 12 filled with
incredibly tough competition, Texas A&M?s
Millercausedhavoc not just downthe fieldbut
also in the backfield. Offenses had to be aware
of where he was on every play. The same goes
for Alabama?s McClain. He captained one of
the best defenses in college football, punishing
backs and blockers every game. Hawk was the
exact same way.
Miller, McClain, and Hawk also all had the
benefit of playing in the Big 12, SEC, and Big
10, respectively, facing some of the nation?s

biggest and best offenses. Although it?s no
fault of Kuechly?s, he did not face challenges
against ACC offensive lines or skill-position

players. The last ACC linebacker to be selected
in the top 10 was Wake Forest?s Aaron Curry
in 2009. The main advantage that Curry had
over Kuechly was that Curry proved he could
create turnovers. He set an NCAA record for
interceptions returned for a touchdownwhile
at Wake. Creating turnovers and bringing them
back for points is not a strength of Kuechly?s.
At BC, Kuechly?s main job was doing cleanup work for a defensive line that struggled
all season. Although his tackle numbers are
very impressive, most of those stops came at
least five yards down the field. This doesn?t
mean that Kuechly can?t get through the line
of scrimmage and break up plays, but it does
mean that he hasn?t proven it yet. He also
hasn?t proven that he can be equally effective
against elite competition like Miller, McClain,
and Hawk were in college.
The Philadelphia Eagles at the 15 spot is
probably the highest Kuechly should go. A
team that alreadyhas a solidlinebacking corps
wouldbe a perfect fit for him. He can take his
time to learn and adjust to the pro game before stepping in and making a difference. Any
team expecting him to come in and be their
No. 1 linebacker on opening daywill probably
find itself disappointed. A team picking in
the mid to late-first round, especially a team
that already has some established players at
linebacker, will be able to take its time with
Kuechly and not ask him to do more than he
can handle.
In a few years, Kuechly should be a consistent and productive pro-player, but he will
not be able to come in and turn around a pro
defense right away. Teams picking outside of
the top 10 will realize that, and they will be a
much better fit for the former Eagle. n
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LUKE KUECHLY

Potential Landing Spots:

Senior Season Statistics:

Seattle Seahawks (No. 12 pick): The
Seahawks lost David Hawthorne to
free agency this offseason. Hawthorne had 115 tackles last year, and
head coach Pete Carroll will surely
be looking for someone young and
smart to fill that void.

191 total tackles; 102 solo
tackles; 12 tackles for a loss;
3 interceptions

Philadelphia Eagles (No. 15 pick):
The Eagles have been linked to Kuechly for a while now. Mike Caldwell,
the team?s linebackers coach, ran
Kuechly through drills during his
Pro Day. Philadelphia recently
traded for DeMeco Ryans, but that
doesn?t mean they won?t be interesting in using him to mentor Kuechly
through his first season.

Photos
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/

heiGhts editor
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HONORROLL OFDONORS
of April 17, 2012
The following classmates have made a gift of any size to the 2012 Senior Class Gift Campaign.
Preliminary list as

THANK YOU, CLASS OF ?12!
Kimberly Addison
Maxwell Robert Ade
Christina Mary Alexanderson
Andrea Alfani
Mary Carbi Amato
Dylan L. Anderson
Harry Anscher
Georgette Lee Asfoura
Christopher D. Asmar
Ari D. Atinizian
Maryanne Ashley Auld
Ana Carolina Badimon
Estelle Baik
Susan Baik
Elizabeth Marie Barberio
Sofia Barbieri
Laurie C. Barnhart
Samuel Guy Baron
Amanda Elizabeth Becker
Cynthia Emily Beckwith
Thomson Bryce Bell
Valerie A. Bell
Sven H. Benson

Aileen Christina Bianchi
Joseph R. Bini

James P. Bonner

Zachary David Bowen
Michael Phillip Boyarsky
Matthew E. Brazis
Matthew Daniel Breglio
Alexandra Marie Bresnahan
Mary B. Bruder
Stephen A. Buckley
Jacob Burg
Andrew Carson Bushnell
Erin Greene Butler
Matthew J. Cabot
MacLean Rogers Cadman
Sabrina Leigh Caldwell
Kristin Louise Canfield
Danielle Leigh Capece
Brendan M. Carey
Alyssa Jane Carreau
James Carroll
Ruth Marie Case
Elizabeth Jeanne Casey
Jaclyn E. Casey
John J. Casey
Joseph Francis Cecere
Donald Kyungil Chang
Hilary Marie Chasse
Shirley Chen
Hanyin Cheng
Kelly H. Cheng
Douglas Carl Chespak
Katherine Ngwan Chin
Alexander Chipman-Schervish
Claudia Maria Christensen
Andrea L. Chudzik
Zachary Elliott Citarella
Nicholas Frank Clements
Seamus Anthony Coffey
Lily F. Connolly
Colleen F. Considine
Carl Conti
Stanley Evan Cooper
Braden Alexander Corbin
Rebecca Elizabeth Corso
Katherine A. Corteselli
Tyler Albert Cosmer
Taylor Marie Costas
Leah E. Cowper
Edward James Crane
Rebecca R. Crawford
Richard J. Crespo
David Cronin
Zane Thomas Crute
Paul M. Cubelli
Matthew R. Cullen
Theresa Ann Cunningham
Colin Joseph Curtin
John J. Delfino
Joseph Robert DeLorenzo
Christopher T. DeLuca

Make your

Anna Maria Diane
Sean James Dikdan
Parker Steven Dillon
Ryan Patrick Distefano
Mark Eric Dornauer
Nicholas M. Dow
Amanda Marie Duggan
Ariel Vashti Durgana
Morgan Elizabeth Dwyer
Nicholas Paris Eliades
Dylan Enright
Katherine E. Erdelyi
Jared Mark Erlinger
Cassandra N. Estassi
Joseph Falkson
Andrew John Farias
Richard J. Feloni
Samantha Paige Flanagan
Christopher Flores
Nicole E. Foisy
Ryan M. Folio
Kevin R. Fox
Charles Thomas Hanson Fraker
Marc Jeremy Franklin
Katherine Margaret Froehlich
Allison Barbara Gabbert
Michelle T. Gaglia
Christopher Ryan Gagne
Bianca B. Gandarias
Heather Elaine Garcia
Benjamin D. Gauley
Paris Hope Geraniotis
Grace A. Gibbons
Patrick Stephen Gladstone
Daniel P. Golder
Lusy Gonzalez
Gabriella Noel Goode
Adrian Paul Goyco
Matthew P. Grady
Samantha L. Green
Jacob C. Greenberg
Collace Clinton Greene
Brendan A. Grimes
Caitlin Fitzgerald Grunbeck
Brennan W. Guldner
Stephanie MaryGuro
Benjamin Ryan Hall
Kevin P. Hall
Sylwia K. Handzel
Michael Thomas Harrington
Rory F. Harris
Kathryn Mary Harrison
Maximilian Steven Hartman
Kimberly Amanda Heil
Eduardo Luis Hernandez
Giselle Hernandez
Katherine Farrington Herr
Clare Elizabeth Higgins
Robert Franck Hill
Samuel Hocking
Scott T. Holbrook
Allison Naomi Holcombe
Thomas Frederick Holek
Thomas J. Holt
Jenna M. Hoogerheyde
Kathleen Marie Horigan
Kristen G. House
Catherine E. Howard
Peter F. Hsin
Casey Lee Hsiung
Christopher Michael Hunt
Kelsey Marie Jacobsen

gift by May

Timothy D. Jenkel
Philip K. Johnson
Jayson Joyce
Sebastian Jose Juncadella
Zachary I. Kaplan
Ashley Katherine Kellam
Eamon P. Kelley
Jayme E. Kelly
John Patrick Kelly
Daniel J. Kennedy
Eileen M. Kennedy
Paul A. Kennedy
Oisin Thomas Kenny
Clifford R. Kensington
Thomas Francis Killeen
Ryan M. Kilpatrick
Sarom Kim
Claire E. Kiniry
Christopher Kyle Kirby
Michael A. Kitlas
Elizabeth Ann Kracunas
Joan Kwiatek
Gavin M. Lamb
Michael R. Lamy
Luke W. Lapointe
Duncan Keeran Lapres
Taylor W. Lasko
Kimberly M. Lauber
Margaret McAuley Lawrence
Matthew T. Layman
Catherine Marie LeClair
Marc G. L'Heureux

Luke G. Liacos
Brian James Like
Felipe B. Lima
John James Liston
Michael John Littera
Nathan Richard Littlefield
Anna Littman-Quinn
Amancio J. Lopes
Nicholas Edward Loury
Katherine Amy Lowell
Katherine D. Lucey
Andrew R. Luongo
Alexandra K. Lynette-Krech
Xiaonan Ma
Emmanuel Rufino Maceda
Colin James Madigan
Brandon Justin Maharajh
Joseph Dayton Mahon
Alison A. Mahoney
Katelyn Jane Mahoney
Lauren Elizabeth Malishchak
Meghan Cecile Maloney
Leigh Alexa Maniscalco
Justin Louis Mann
Victoria A. Marks
Emma Alice Marr
Kyle V. Marra
Daniel Havlir Martinez
Ashley Mathis
Heather S. Mayer
Julian George R Maynard
Kristopher N. Mazara
Will Kendall McCabe
Kyle McCartan

31 to

Matthew Scott McCluney
Kevin Patrick McGovern
Max Joseph McGuire
Megan B. McHugh
Sean Thomas Mclntee
Marissa S. Mello
Peter Mertens

Anthony (Tony) J. Meyer
Michelle Elizabeth Meyer
Christine M. Miecuna
Alison Fay Miller
Kenneth Scott Miller
Katherine Dorn Misgen
Andrew Ryan Mitten
Sepanta Mohseni
Christian Blake Molony
Erika Lynn Morton
Jennifer Brownell Morton
Kristen Lauren Mount
Lauren H. Muise

Esteban Munera
Akash Muppidi
Meghan Anastasia Murphy
Cara M. Murray
Mark George Nafash
Anna

J.

Niro

Jennifer Kent Noesen

Ryan Thomas Noon
Timothy W. Oates
Emily R. O'Brien
Madelaine P. O'Connell
Lauren Okada
Ryan Mark O'Malley
Samuel Joseph O'Mullane
Jennifer O'Neil
Michael E. O'Neill
Kerry O'Reilly
Pilar Ortiz
Kyle Pagano
Kenneth D. Pai
Laura E. Paige
Michelina MaryGalligan Pallone
Xinyu Pan
Joseph Matthew Pasquinelli
Hemali S. Patel
Henisha Shantilal Patel
Spenser H. Payne
Matthew Jonathan Peeples
Amanda Jean Penza
Juan Pablo Perez
John Tucker Petroff
MaryTherese Pfeffer
Robert A. Phelps
John Pierson
John Thomas Piirainen
Cara Santa Placentra
Mark T. Portman
Mark Thomas Potash
Kathleen Elizabeth Price
Zuha Qazi
Kaitlin Whitney Quails
Danielle E. Rakus
William Benjamin Rasky
Madeleine Harms Redlick
Rebecca K. Redmon
Robert E. Regan
Rachele Alexandra Reis
Christopher A. Remeika

David Henry Richards
Sean P. Riordan
Mary Elizabeth Risigo
Kevin A. Rivero
Charles Robinson
Brian Rodrigues

James J. Romero

Danielle E. Rooney
Rodolfo Rosas
Kathryn Roulett
Ryan William Russell
Mark Andrew Ryan
Rachel A. Ryan
Stephen A. Ryan
Matthew C. Sachs
Rebecca J. Sassower
Olena Savytska
Tyler R. Schenk
Christopher Kevin Schuele
John Patrick Sears
Nicholas Blake Sellers
Meghan Maura Shain
Jianan Shi
Alexander W. Skinner
Jonathan Skolnik
Caitrin A. Slack
William Sefton Sloan
David D. Smail
Dorothy K. Smith
Cara Christine Snajczuk
Deckard S. Sorensen
Peter F. Souders
Stephen Sparacino
Michael L. Spence
Kendra Elizabeth Steele
Andrew James Steichen
Najee Tivyous-Andrew Stephenson
Nina E. Stingo
Paige Bonneau Strecker
John T. Sullivan
Marilyn Beall Sullivan
Annalise K. Sundberg
Vikas Sunder
Matthew Harold Swaim
Ashley Elizabeth Talbot
Charles M. Tandler
Jonathan Randall Taylor
Samantha E. Taylor
Craig Daniel Tessiatore
John C. Thomas
Andrew David Tieniber
Marion Carol Tilearcio
Kaitlin Anne Tolbert
Jennifer L. Tomich
Anne Tousignant Miller
Tyler Wayne Vandeventer
Colleen Rose Vecchione
Cindy C. Velasquez
Julian D. Velasquez
Margaret Jeannette Veroneau
Albert W. Vontz IV
Sagar S. Wadgaonkar
Taylor Rachel Wagner
Timothy John Walden
Christopher J. Walsh
Thomas A. Warns
Christina L. Wartski
Christopher H. Weber
lan Joseph Weill
John Skylar Westerdahl
Michael Martin Westermann
Olivia Whittaker Whalen
Jeffrey W. White
lan M. Whitney
Joshua C. Wilbur
Nzinga E. Williams
Mary F. Wolfe
Katherine Worthington
Mallik N. Yamusah
John Jeemin Yeom
Clement Yu
Serafina T. Zeringo
Max A. Zimmerman
Amy K. Ziter

ensure your name is on the list.
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Senior Farewells: Kyle McCartan, CSOM ?12 Current
UIS system
examined

BY THERESE TULLY
FeaturesEditor

hosted inConte this past year. It waspretty spur-

of-the-momentbecause our roommate?s

Therese Tully: Why did you choose Boston
College in thefirst place?

Kyle McCartan: I came to the Heights for two
main reasons. First, I was given the opportunity
to compete in theAtlantic Coast Conference on
[a] scholarship. That was a huge draw for me,
as I wanted to play golf in one of the premier
conferences. Second, I wanted to further my

Jesuit education. After attending Dallas Jesuit,

I realized how important the Jesuit ideals were

family

didn?t end up using theirtickets. We put onour
best suits and enjoyed the Pops as VlP?s at one
of thosefancy tables on thefloor.The open bar
was a nice touch.

TT: What is the best classyou have ever taken
atBC?
KM: Without a doubt, ?Human Setbacks, A
Grace Disguised? taughtby Father Tony Penna.
I havekept my notes in my dresserdrawersince
sophomore year. Mind thegap.

to me.

TT: What were some ofthefirst activities/clubs/

TT: What is your favorite place in the city
Boston?

of

groups you got involved with at school?
KM:Actually thefirst groupI joinedwas theCarroll School of Management?s BuildingBridges.
By the graces of Professor Amy Lacombe and
Erica Graf, I legitimatelyhopped ona bus with
nothing but myBC ID lanyard and became an
honorarymemberof theprogram. Iforged some
great friendships in that first week of school.
And the rest is history?you could say timing
is everything.

KM: As a baseballfan, I am going to have to go
with FenwayPark. WhenI stayed here during the
summer after mysophomoreyear, Iused to bike
downto theFenway area to hang out. Fenway has
the most character and history of any stadium
in the nation?not to mention the Rangers just
swept the Sox lastweek.

Duval,Davis Love 111,and Webb Simpson.
TT: What do you love most about BC?

KM: I definitely love the feel around campus
the most. In my opinion, it has the perfect
balance.It?s a small enough campus where I?m

able to walk aroundand talkto people,but big
enough to where this is an unknown. Also, it?s
really special that all the seniors want to live
on campus their last year. It really makes us

derclassmen?
KM: I always tell my freshman teammates
to take their time at collegeseriously. Live it
up while you are herefor four yearsand truly
take advantage ofall thatBoston Collegeand
the city of Boston have to offer. Broaden your
perspective by going out and doingsomething
new?go abroad, hit up a Sox gameat Fenway,
or spend an afternoon at the MFA.

TT: What are your plans for after graduation?

come full circle.

TT: What moment in your college career has
shaped you the most and why?

currently accepted a job as a trip
leaderfor Wilderness Ventures.Between June
KM: Last summer, I participated in an ACC and August, I will lead multiple rafting and
student-athlete program called Coach for kayaking trips to Yellowstonein Jackson Hole,
College. Init, I spent nearly a month coaching Wyoming. After that, who knows?l?m still
basketball and teaching class to ninth grade lookingforfull-time employmentin theBoston
rural Vietnamese students. After the program,I area if you got any leads, let me know.
KM: I have

?

traveledaround Southeast Asia for threeweeks
with my friend Emily Charnowski.Spendingsix
weeksin Asia truly changedmy life perspective
forever. I learned more about the world in my
time abroad than I ever have in a classroom.

TT: What will you miss most about BC?
KM: I will definitely miss living next to 2,000
of my closest friends. I can?t imagine not being able to walk over to the Mods to hang out.
Maybe I will just stay here another year.

Registration from 810
schedule based on the student?s

?class year, major, and priority indicated by the sequence of courses,? according to the Georgetown Registrar
website. This means that upperclassmen are able to register for classes
first, but within each grade courses
are distributed in a manner where
each student is usually accepted into
his/her highest preference courses.
Upperclassmen are also given priority for two classes within their major.
Additionally, Georgetown utilizes a
system by

which you are automatically

placed on a waitlist if one of your de-

TT: What is your biggest regret about your
time at BC?

part of the athletic family. As president, I was
able to work closely with that family that made
my time here so enjoyable. It has truly been a

sired classes is closed.
Alex Martino, a freshman at Georgetown, expressed his experience with
the system thus far. Martino said, ?The
ability to ?pre-register? for classes really evens the playing field because it
gives an equal chance for everyone to
get into classes they really want, and
something like a bad registration time
won?t get in the wayof that. Still, there
are a couple complaints I have, mostly
with the actual platform the registration website runs on, particularly the
difficulty of navigating the site.?
It seems that regardless of the university, students find both advantages
and disadvantages in each system of

KM: Even though it wouldn?t haveworked out
with golf, I always wanted to study abroadfor
a semester. All of my friends had unbelievable
experiences,and I envy thema bit.

fulfillingandrewarding experience.

registration.

TT: What is yourfavorite moment, ifyouhad to
pick one, from your time at BC?

KM: I came in with a lot of athletic goals, but I
am the most proud of achievingone: I competed
infour ACC championships duringmy time here
on the Heights. I consider myself lucky to be
associated with guys likeArnold Palmer, David

TT: What is the best decision you made while
atBC?

choosing my friends here. I
have definitelymade a bunch of friends on the
Heights,but I am verylucky to have a smallsupport cast whom I am very close with. Without
them, I definitelywouldn?t be the person lam
today.

KM: I would say

TT: What is your favoritefoodservedat BC?

TT: What advice would you give to the un-

KM: WhateverHillsidesandwichmy teammates
Max Christiana or Andy Mai buy me.

T T: Iknow you are thepresident oftheStudent-

Athlete Advisory Committee. How has this
shapedyour time at BC?
KM: My involvement with the Student-Athlete
Advisory Committee completely shaped my
time here. As a freshman, it was a great way to

get to know otherstudent-athletesandbecome

KM: My best friend, Kevin Melnick, and I
snagged a pair of tickets for the Boston Pops

Lonabocker said that BC will most
likely update our course registration
within the next five years. ?I know that
there are great systems out there and
ours is not as advanced, but we will
get there eventually.? Until then, BC

TT: Which accomplishment are you proudest
offrom your four years at BC?

photo courtesy of Kyle

MccArtAn

students will have to make due with
the system we currently use.

The Boston College golf team dominatedat the ACC Golf Championship in 2011.

HUMOR: THE GREAT BABY DEBATE
GRAHAM BECK

some emotionalresponse, but I get nothing. It?s
like walkingby a gargoyle, and feeling like the
and yes, I am comeyes are still watching you
paring babies to gargoyles.
Before you start writing me some hate
mail, I?m not a terrible person, because I love
children?just not babies. I?ve been a camp
counselor for six summers and counting, and

CATHRYN WOODRUFF

?

I was asked today if there was such thing as
a cute baby. Everyone in a 20-foot radius of me
screamed, ?YES!? And then I said, ?Of course
not.? Now, I?m not saying that I hate children, and
I?m not even saying that I hate babies. I just don?t
think that, at the age of one or two, a baby is cute.
Puppies are cute. Kittens are cute. Most infant
mammalsin the animalkingdom, besides humans, pretty much fall into this category of cute.
Babies, on the other hand, are lumpy and
disproportional.I can?t stand the chubby stubs
of arms, the weird, strangledlaughs, and the half
waddles as they struggle to take theirfirst steps.
The chubby cheeks, the oversized heads, the expressionless faces. And while people say the fatter
the baby gets the cuter it gets, I say the complete
opposite. Fat babies disgust me, and it?s really the

compounded chins and abnormallylargecheeks
on their faces that make me gag when I see them.
Literally nothing attractive accompanies a
baby?the crying, the screaming, the constant
feeding, the unceasing attempts to get them to
smile, only to be disappointedby shrieks and
tears. Baby eyes also get to me. They stare at you
constantly?they just don?t know when to look
away, and it?s so creepy. And those eyes just big
and unblinking?I?ll flash a smile, or try to get

I absolutely, 100 percent love children. I think
when kids grow to the point in theirlives when
they can begin to interact with the world, they
become indefinitely cute. Children are beyond
the cutest, and it?s because

they are more developed,
can think, can run and
walk, and can laugh and
be creative.
They have an imagination that stuns me, they
have a sense of humor that
is superior to that of the
best comedian, and they
have a knack for being
sweeter and cuter than anything I can think of. I think
I?ll gain an appreciation for
babies one day, or if I have
my own, but for the time
being, I will never consider
them cute.

hand of a two-week-old

(Facebook creeping, anyone?),
BC practically invites students
to waste some time by watching people walk up and down
stairs.
So how did these webcams
come into being? The first two
webcams were established in
May of 2003, providing views
of the Quad and O?Neill Plaza,
which garnered 4,350 views

within four days, according to the website.There are
currently five webcamsfrom
which live views can be seen
online. The first is located on
top of the Merkert Chemistry
Center and displays a view of
the Boston Skyline, surveying
Shea Field, the Reservoir, and

the skyscrapers of downtown
Boston. The second shows

students bustling around
Corcoran Commons; the third

O?Neill Plaza; the fourth the
Higgins Stairs; and finally, the
construction site of Stokes.
Is there any particular

the oh-so-excitingview of students walking around O?Neill
Plaza, I shut my laptop and
went on with my day.

reason for the establishment of
these cameras? Each one provides a small, fuzzy view of a
particular area on campus?not

The invention of the webcam was undoubtedly an
essential one?l hardly ever
have extensive phone conversations with friends when we can
have Skype datesinstead. Yet,
it seems that BC could prob-

exactlyhigh quality live action.
The website on which students
can view these areas does not
actually provide a reason?the
webcamhome page describes
the invention of the first webcam and then jumps right in to
how BC just had to get in on

this trend.
Some have claimedthat the
webcamsprovide away for
prospective students to get a
glimpse into the lives of BC
students, but let?s be honest?who wouldn?t be bored after
aboutfour seconds of watching
random individuals in delayed
motion climbing up stairs?
Others protest that these
webcamsdon?t even work, so
what?s the point of having them
available?To test this theory,
I sat in O?Neill Plaza while I
had the corresponding webcam
view open on my laptop. The
view was accurate at first?a
large tour group entered Gasson, and the same tour group
was seen on my screen. After
about 30 seconds, however, the
screen just froze. Disappointed
that I wouldn?t be able to watch

love for the simple reason
that you are its mother or

baby and watchhow its
innocent little fingers wrap
effortlessly around your
finger is euphoric. After
nine months of hormonal
photo courtesy of google
rollercoasters and alcoBabies: cute or weird looking? You decide.
holic temptations you

Peering into BC life by webcam
You know how sometimes
you feel like you are being
watched? It turns out you?re
not crazy?at least when you?re
on the Boston College campus.
For those of you who are unaware, BC has several webcams
installed in certain locations,
and the live action can be
viewed from the BC website,
bc.edu/webcams.As if there
weren?t enough outlets for
embracing your inner stalker

have ever made.? Babies are clay?innocent and
pristine balls of ignorance and joy not yet molded
or corrupted by society. Can you blame a baby for
anything? They are the simplest of all machines?performing functions and expressing inexplicable
father.
A baby doesn?t give
you sass or break the law.
A baby poops, eats, and
sleeps and plays for hours.
What more could you ask
for? To be able to hold
the moist and gentle little

ON-CAMPUS QUIRKS

MICHELLE TOMASSI

Have you ever asked someone what the best
years of their life were? For every?college was the
best four years of my life? answer, you will hear
30 more ?having children was the best decision I

ably find a better use for the
webcam. If the dining hall view
was taken a step further and
showed the inside of the food
area rather than the seating
area, students wouldbe able
to see when the lines are too

long, especially around dinner
time, and plan accordingly. The
webcamshave the potential to
be useful, as long as they have
an actual purpose.

Michelle Tomassi is an edi torfor
The Heights. She welcomes comments at features@bcheights.com.

turn down, a baby is worthevery minute
of occasional 2 a.m. tear fests.
Do you blame them for crying? Imagine being
placed in the middle of a battleground in a foreign
country?the scene is unfamiliar. Not only are you
unable to speak, but also you have no idea what

have to

other people are talking about. You?re used to the
comfort of the womb. You?re used to food mush
being inserted into your belly button. You?re used
to the warmthof your mother?s blood. I?d cry. I?d
scream?hell, I?d even flail around too.
This column is much more difficult to write
than you?d think. Babies, you think. They?re cute,
they?re adorable. But how do you describe why?
It?s like a rule, a social norm, an intrinsic societal value that everyone loves babies. They are
perfectly imperfect, and that?s why we love them.
The fact that their perfection is inexplicable is
precisely why you can?t pass a baby on the street

without laughing giddily.
The chubbier the better. It still amazes me to
see pictures of myself as an infant. My mountainous cheeks and chunky thighs made my tiny
head and very disproportionatebody acceptable. At what point does cute baby fat become
overweight? I say we revert back to the days
when chunky madeonlookers say ?aw.? What?s so
appealingabout skinny, anyway? Babies are very
commonly fat?beautifully, perfectly, and effortlessly fat.

BC ranked tenth in hottest guys
BY DEVON SANFORD
Heights Editor
Perhaps more exciting than a National Championship is Boston College?s most recent award
granted by College Magazine. The school of
prepsters and salmon-colored shorts has been
ranked in ?CM?s Top 10 Colleges With The
Hottest Guys.? Among the finest universities,
including Florida State, the University of South
Carolina, and Clemson University, Boston Col-

lege made the cut with flying colors. Finishing
in at number 10 in the country, the men of BC
were applaudedfor ?having it all?the looks and
the brains.? Theonline magazine praised the BC
students for their athleticismand academic success, noting that ?BC is known for guys with a
clean-cut style and healthy eating habits.?
?BC is among the most fit schools in the
nation,? Stefan Canizares, A&S ?l3, told the
magazine. ?As far as the wardrobes, it?s really

preppy.?

is where students come to get fit, get lean, or

perhaps just standby the mirrors to admiretheir
arms. Most BC students make attendance at the
gym a daily habit. Some might say they are even
religious about it. But all that hard work seems
to have paid off, as the malestudents of BC have
been finally recognized for their success.
Let us not forget that BC was not just ad-

mired by College Magazine for its looks, but
its brains. According to the NCAA?s Academic
Progress Rate, BC athletes are rated the most
academically successful students in the nation.
We can proudly say that our jocks are not just
talented on the field and on the courts, but, yes,
in the classrooms too. And who doesn?t love a
well-roundedcollege student? With such smarts,
and that classy style, BC men have earned their
spot on the list. And although the average male
BC student is dressed shockingly similar to the
next, most people aren?t complaining. As College
Magazine puts it, BC is deemedto have ?some of
the best ?scenery? in the entire country.? n

With over 4,000 male undergraduates roaming the BC campus, it?s safe to say that a fair
amount of them fit that description. Known for
their pastel-colored shirts and lax bro pinnies,
the typical BC male can be seen dressed in a button down polo shirt, with the sleeves rolled past
the elbow and top two buttons undone, khaki
shorts, and the infamousboat shoes. If weather
permits, he might even be sporting classic RayBan sunglasses. When winter comes and snow
begins to fall, he will most likely be found in a
Patagonia jacketand Timberlandboots. Though
some might call BC men preppy, we can all agree
that when they strut past Gasson Hall on a Monday afternoon, they are a sight for sore eyes.
BC boys are known not only for their outfits,
but their athleticism. When they aren?t in the
classroom or in the library, students can most
likely be found in thePlex. Home of the athletic,
the beefy, and the frighteningly jacked, the Plex

photo courtesy of ccollegeMAgAzine.coM

BC ranked tenthfor ?College Magazine?s? hottest guys.
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Enjoying the
moment can

be bittersweet

ALEXANDRA SCHAEFFER
The last month ofschool is always
a little rough, at least for me. We have
finals looming in the distance, though
honestlyI?m one of those people who
can pretty effectively disregard that
stress until the last day of classes
(a perk of being an English major,
probably). For me, it just becomes
particularly difficult to balance my
social life with my academiclife. Both
worlds seem to pick up momentum
at the exact same time, and I?m left
without any sleep. You see, everyone
knows the pressures of school: too
much work and not enough time, or
energy, to do it all.
Yet it is actually a littleridiculous
how much Boston College pulls
together, as far as non-academic activities go, in the final weeks of school.
Arts Fest is aboutto start consuming
O?Neill Plaza, and every a cappella
or singing group has a performance
within a two-weekperiod. Marathon
Mondayobviouslyrecently killed
an entire week of my life, the same
week that was cut shortby the Spring
Concert (no complaints here, though).
Sophomore Prom is looming around
the corner, as well as a variety of
farewell events. Yet with all of these
opportunities to enjoy myself and let
off some steam, time is cut from my
very vital work time, as well as my
even more necessary relaxation time.
However, similarly to my editor,
Therese, who voiced similar con-

Enjoy being alone, advice from an experienced only child
column), I?ll condense my suggestions so it applies to
literallybeing alone, or as alone as possible, for just

TAYLOR CAVALLO
Don?t worry,this column isn?t going to be as depressing as it appears to be from the title.One thing I?ve
noticed over my admittedly shortlife is that many people
have issues with being alone, and unfortunately, I have to
admit?it?s mostly girls. Whether it?s deciding on which
outfit to wear on a Saturday night from a lineup of countless clothes that generallylook the same, to making important personal decisions, to traveling to the bathroom
together (yes, collegegirls I know stilldo this), allaround
me I see people who constantly need other people. Not
for anythingreal, but for mere appearances. Granted, it
is always a greatthing to be able to seek advicefrom a
friend and have a companion youknow you can count
on, but a debilitating dependenceon another individual
for relatively unimportant things can only be a bad thing.
This is the motivation behind this column. I give to you
one of my talents:how to bealone.
I?ve been alonefor a long time now: pretty much my
wholelife. Relativelyspeaking, of course. I am an only
child, and I?d like to think that I break all the stereotypes

of the vastly ridiculed and negativelytargeted birth order.
However, I will admitthat being an only child definitely
brought about a unique childhood. I didn?t always have
playmates, I was around adults a lot, and my home environment was quiet. It certainly made reading one of my
favorite things to do, even to this day, simply because it
filled a lot of my time as a child. It is no doubt theresult
of my upbringing that I (dare I say it) enjoy being alone.
I know the thought might horrify or depress most, but it
is entirely true. And you don?t have to be an only child to
enjoy the benefits of a dayby yourself.
Since the ?how to be alone in life,? a.k.a. without
a significant other,isn?t the route I?m taking (although
say the word, and thatcould be next week?s How To

one day. Surprisingly, being alonefor a day can be truly
rewarding, as days alone are relaxing,truly times where
you can reflect on things. It?s one day, people, I know you
can do it.
?Tips for being alone? might seemingly be one of the
most depressingphrases I?ve ever said, but here it goes.
On days you?re setting aside for yourself, music is crucial.
Make some playlists, get some new songs, or listen to
your old favorites and simply enjoy them. Whether
you?re walking on campus or taking the T into the city
for a solo excursion, when you?re alone, music is your
friend. Music is sometimes meant to be listened to alone,
as it allows for a better experience?althoughof course it
is admittedly the most fun to bump your favorite songs
in the car with your friends, everyone needs a break from

that.
While it is tempting to watch your favorite TV

shows online or pop in a favorite movie you?ve seen
countless times, these ?alone? days don?t come along
often for most, so cherish themand make them different.
Go to the MFA for an exhibit you?ve wanted to see. Go
take pictures in a park or by the Charles. Bring a book
and sit in the Common. Even running some errands can
offer a solitarybreak from reality, if only just to get you
off campus.
There are things you can do on these alone days
to feel productive and gather yourself, but also relieve
the stress of having these necessary activities linger.
Make a short To-Do list of small things you want to get
accomplished that need to be done, like sending those
quick e-mails or burning your friend a CD, that you?ve
been putting off for a while.You?ll feel accomplished, and
they?re smallenough to not consume your wholerelaxing and exciting day of isolation.
Journalingis another great activity to do on an

alone day, or at the end of a (regular) long day. Dimming
the lights in your room while listening to the aforementioned playlist laying in your bed journaling aboutfeelings, day to day occurrences, or general musings on life,
is a great way to reflect at the end of a long day, week, or
month. It?s a personal favorite of mine, and is extremely
rewarding in the long run. After you?re done writing
your story, whip out the story of another and read a book
you?ve wanted to read but haven?t been able to because of
school. While it might be hard, especiallyfor us English
majors, to find time to read leisurely, even starting a
book you?re interested in is refreshing.
Take it from me, if there is one thing I enjoy, it is
being alone. After you do it once, you?ll do it a few more
times, and soon you?ll look forward to those days when
you are the only person you talk to. That is, internally?if
you start talkingto yourself after reading this, it is not
my fault.

Taylor Cavallo is an editorfor The Heights. She can be
reached at features@bcheights.com.

courteSy of fotopediA.coM

Walkingalong the Charles River can be a timefor self-reflection.

PROFESSOR PROFILE: VERA KREILKAMP

Bringing Irish history to Boston College students
BY ALEXANDRA SCHAEFFER
Asst. Features Editor

as given tours of the collection.
It makes sense for Kreilkamp and O?Neill
to incorporate their exhibit into the class
syllabus, since much time and effort was

Many students rush through Devlin
Hall on their way to class or work in SAP
and just barely take note of the McMullen
Art Museum housed on the ground floor.
Since February, the ?Rural Ireland? exhibit
has been occupying this space, and it has
garneredmuch-deservedwidespreadattention. In short, it is a glimpse into the lives of
ordinarypeople ofIrelandin theearly 1800s.

cerns earlier in her Editor?s Column,
I?m someone who has developedan
irrationalfear of missing out. This
didn?t plagueme so much in high
school, but it set in during college.

Most works exhibited are depictionsof Irish
tenants, living in cabins, and their objects of
daily life androutine.
This groundbreakingexhibitis unique in
that the public has never seen many of the

I believe that it?s the changefrom

pieces before. They were researched and

summer being a welcome respite to
somewhatof a threat at this point.
It?s not that I don?t lovesummer?it?s
definitely more my type of season

collectedfrom all over the world by several
Boston College professors, who jumpedat
the opportunity to create thiscollectionafter
finding an interesting book.

than winter. Yet, in high school, less
changed when summer came. First
of all, it was shorter. This wholefourmonth summer is, let?s be honest, a
littleridiculous. My 16-year-oldself
would cringe at that statement, but
it?s true. Additionally,to point out
the obvious, with BC being such an
acclaimedprivate school, its student
body is drawnfrom all over. Inevitably, none ofmy closest friends live
anywhere near me, so I don?t have that
aspect of summer socializationthat I
have at school or that I did during the
summers of my youth. Finally,with
the friends I stillkeep in touch with
from high school, we all have different
plans and travel arrangements, and
the chance of me getting to spend a
lot of time with themlooks bleak. In
fact, with the jam-packedschedule I
am currently living out here at BC, the
summer, when not boring, looks dull
in comparison. So, thereis my reasoning behind the summer looming as a
threat to me.
Finally, at the close of my sophomore year, it?s really hitting me how
quickly my time at BC is flying by.
I don?t like to acknowledge it, and
whenever anyonebrings it up, I
quickly react and make them stop
talking about it in an attempt to make

Professor Vera Kreilkamp of the Irish
Studies department had a huge part to play
in the creation of this unique exhibit.After
four yearsof workon this exhibit,Kreilkamp
explained,?It beganwithKevin O?Neill?s discovery of a bookwhich hadidentifiedabout
250 images of Irish interiors which no one
thought existed. He sent me an e-mail, and
we passed thebookaroundandeveryone realizedit was the subject for an art exhibition.?
It was natural that O?Neill sent her the first
e-mail followinghis find, asKreilkamp is not
onlyan expert on Irish art and literature, but
she is a seasonedveteran in putting together
art exhibits as well.
?I started at BC when the co-founder
of Irish studies, Adele Dalsimer, was working here, and she asked me to come and
help with an Irish art show. So what I?ve
been doing here, in addition to teaching
a course every spring, is working on Irish

art,? Kreilkamp said. Before being called

HE SAID, SHE

spent pulling it together. ?I co-curated it
with Diana Larson. She took charge of the
objects of daily use for the exhibit, and
bought them with money we raised. For
thepaintings we borrowedfrom museums,
galleries,private owners, and universities. It
took a long time?l went tromping around
Ireland, talking to curators. For example,I
visited the National Gallery of Ireland and
told the curator what we were trying to do,
andthen on myreturn visit shewould have
compiled work,? Kreilkamp explained.Four
years, several trips tovarious places around

AlexAndrA

SchAeffer /

heightS editor

When not traveling the world collectingart, Kreilkamp can befound in the Connolly House.
upon to help at BC, Kreilkamp attended

undergraduate school at Wellesley College
andthen later pursued her Ph.D. at the City
University of New York. Followingthat, she
began teaching, and eventuallyretired as a
professor at Pine Manor College. In addition to teaching, however, Kreilkamp threw
herself into her passion for Ireland, serving
as arts andliteratureeditorfor Eire-Ireland,
an internationalinterdisciplinary journalof

connected with this art show. Last year?s
was a course on materialculture using the
images we were planning to use for the
show a lot in the course with literary texts,
historical texts, and memoirs. This was a
pre-exhibitioncourse, and actually a lot of
the work that students did was very useful
for us to help form a generalbackgroundfor
the exhibit,? Kreilkamp noted.This year, she

From BC she manages to continue this
work, as well as put on the various Irish art
showsexhibitedat theMcMullen Museum,
and co-teach a spring semester class. ?The

and her co-professor, O?Neill of the history
department,are teaching RuralIreland:The
Inside Story, which uses theexhibition as a
text. Kreilkamp estimated that two of three
classes begin in the McMullen Museum,
taking a hands-on approach to learning.
Additionally,major Irish scholarshave contributed to theexhibit?s catalogue,and they

last two spring semesters, I taught courses

have met and spoken with the class, as well

Irishstudiespublished by theIrishAmerican
Cultural Institute, a position she hasheldfor
over 20 years.

the globe,and a significantamount of planning and organizinglater,Kreilkamp?s work
was finally ready for display in February of
this yearand will be open through June 2.
One would think this passion for Irish
culture would have arisen from family
roots on the island, but that is not the case
for Kreilkamp. ?I do Irish literature in English, and from the beginning, I was very
interested in Irish literature and fiction
because it reallyneedsto be contextualized
in history and society in general. I attended
the City University of New York to study
under Irving Howe, who was a big socialist
and veryinterested in studying literature in
context,? Kreilkamp said, partiallycrediting
him for her interest.
With the little spare time Kreilkamp
has available to her she tries to carve out
time with her grandchildren.With one son
teachingat the University of Indianaandthe
other practicing law inLos Angeles however,
it is quite a distance.Kreilkamp has resided
in Cambridgefor the past 40 years. As far
as what thefuture holds, there is alwaysan
audience for another Irish art show at BC,
which promises to keep her busy. n

SAID
Is it a waste of time to start pursuing a relationship with a girl at this point in
the semester when we are both unsure of our summer plans, and whether
we will be in Boston or not? I really like her, I just don?t know what to do.

time stop passing. Many people I care

about willbe spending a different
semester abroadthan me next year,
and the idea of not being with them
for a full year?more actually, if you
count both summers?is really jarring. I?m not in any way ready to think
about senior year, but the prospect of
not seeing those people forces me to

do so.
All of this is a goodthing,really.
I have a really great social life. I love
my friends. I enjoy spending time
at school, and I?m really busy and
involved.It?s just funny the way that

all of these great things happening
around me right now make me sad
because they will eventuallybe over.
For this reason, I am resolving to
live in the present for the next month,
and if you?re anything like my friends
and I, you should too. I also hope
to takethat mentalitywith me into
the summer months and, instead of
yearning to come back to BC, maybe
sit back andsoak up some muchneeded sun.
Alexandra Schaeffer is the Asst. Features edi tor for The Heights. She
be reached at features@bcheights.com.

can

The

short answer, in my opinion, is
that it is not a waste of time, but for
things like this I am way more of an
optimist than some others might
be. This is a really difficult thing to
think about though, mainly because it requires a lot
of hypothetical questions. The fact of the matter is,
ALEX TRAUTWIG you can?t help the timing of these things, and you?d
hate to be in a situation worrying about what could
have been, if you think she?s someone that is worth pursuing for a
more long-term future. The fear of missing out on a good thing is
definitely a big one. All that being said, the summer uncertainty is
certainly not something to ignore because it could definitely be a
challenge,especially if you?re in the early stages with this girl. My
immediateadvice wouldbe to go with it for now and see what happens?there is always the possibility that although you really like
her, it might not work out once you start trying to take things to
the next level. Don?t let the uncertain future deter you from doing
something that you really want but instead, pursue it, keep an open
mind, and see what happens. Then, when the time comes, the two
of you can address the problem together and decide what will be
best. That will still be a difficult thing to do, but there?s no way to
tell what will happen unless you try. It?s definitely a littlelate at this
point in the semester, but the idealist in me says it could still be
worthwhile. So take a chance, and be honest with each other about
how you are each feeling.
Alex Trautwig is a senior staff writerfor The Heights. He can be reached
at features@bcheights.com.

If

you really like someone then nothing
is a waste of time. This is definitely a
tricky time in the semester because
everything is starting to wind down
and you aren?t certain what direction you?re going in. Everyone?s summer plans
seem so unsure, and the whole thing can be a
bit confusing. In this day and age, relationships
aren?t limited to face-to-face contact. You can
MADELINE DEMOULAS
obviouslycommunicate with each other over the
summer, no matter where you are. When you really like someone
you will make the time to see her. You never know what will happen, you could end up in the same city, but if you don?t it is not the
end of the world. If you aren?t a senior, keeping in touch over the
summer will make you look forward to returning to school in the
fall, which we could all use a little incentive for. If you are a senior,
don?t overthink this, and enjoy your remaining time at Boston College. You should not let a month from now affect your present day.
I think it is best to go with the flow and reassess before you depart
for the summer. Everyone deserves a chance, and you should not
resist pursuing something if you are truly interested in someone.
Time cannot be the only factor in your decision. You never want to
be thinking ?what if.? You should live by the words of Shakespeare:
?Better to have lovedand lost than never to have loved at all.? So
take a chance on love, take it slow, and see where it leads you?it
could all end up working out beautifully.

Madeline Demoulas is a senior staff writerfor The Heights. She can be
reached at features@bcheights.com.
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On-campus
advocacy

EAGLE DATES

FRESH PERSPECTIVE

MEET THE DATERS:

opportunities
Volunteering from 810

Wrapping up the
first year of the
BC experience
CHRISTINE MISDARY

site also offers links to different topics of
social issues such as homelessness, human
trafficking, immigration detention, criminal justice reform, and educationreform.

Class registration for the fall has
just concluded and it is difficult to
process how quickly our first year at
Boston College has gone by. Classes
for next year?! Are you crazy?? Orientation is still so clear in our minds
that there is no way it happenednine
months ago! Think about everything
that has happened in the past year
and where you are right now. Most of
us would say we are different people

Each topic has clearlybeen meticulously
researched and presented. Each topic
also includes a summary of the issue,
links of ways to ?Take Action? such as
writing a letter to your State Representative or Signing a Petition, and a whole
host of links to Advocacy Organizations
with very comprehensible steps on how
to make a change.
Allison McQueen, LSOE ?l4, worked
on the human trafficking page and is
going to be in charge of the website next
year. She said she knows the project will
require a lot of work, but sees it as a

NAME: Christina Assing
YEAR: 2014
MAJOR: Finance and Accounting
FAVORITE HILLSIDESANDWICH: Turkey andBrie
FAVORITE MOVIE: ?Top Gun?

worthwhile addition to BC. McQueen
recognized the fervor required to create
tangible change, and credits Willner?s
passion to fulfill his goal to make advocacy a greater part of 4Boston.
?The Social Action Committee grew
out of our hope that, after coming across
these issues and learning more about
them, volunteers would want to be even
more activein working for socialchange,?
McQueen said. ?BC students are open to
volunteeringand are seekingopportuni-

Two BC sophomores hit Coolidge Corner for their first date encounter
HEIGHTS: How did your

datebegin?

HEIGHTS: How didyour datebegin?

ties for social change, they just need the
forum to find these issues that need discussing. The hope is that this websitewill

CHRISTINA We met at Main Gate, and he had textedme saying
that I?m going to be the guy in the pink t-shirt.

act as the go-to place for peoplelooking
to take action, or simply become more

HEIGHTS: How did you

educated about issues of social justice in
our world.

?I?m so glad we were able to bring this
outside of just the 4Boston community
and to all of BC. There are so many amazing groups on campus that are working
to spread awareness of different social
injustices they care about. Hopefully,
this website can bring all of these groups
together,? said Willner, who is commited
to bring this to BC.
Ellen Modica, resident minister and
4Boston moderator, and Marc Mescher,
graduate assistant to 4Boston, helped

Willnerformulate theidea for the website
and contributedfeedback to the project.
?The BC Advocacy website will leave a
significant legacylongafter David graduates, and we owe him a lot of credit for
rolling up his sleeves and seeing this
vision come to fruition,? Mescher said.
?He serves as a reminder to me of the
difference one person can make.?
For Willner, the idea for this website
came not only from his volunteer work,
butalso from reflectingback on his years
at BC and looking forward to his future
years out of college.
?This year was the 20th anniversary
of 4Boston, which a lot of alumni came
back for,? Willner said. ?A lot of us were
thinking about us coming back as alumni
20 years from now. If my placement will
still be a 4Boston placement, will stu-

signed me up, and she kept telling
me she was more excitedthan I was. I wasn?t nervous. I didn?t
really think about it. We went to a sports bar off of Harvard
Ave. We decided to go to Coolidge Corner, but didn?t know
which restaurant to eat at so [we] looked at his phone.

HEIGHTS: How nervous were you?

And maybe we have gained a couple
pounds in the process. But after all is

STEPHEN: I wasn?t too nervous because I figured I signed up for it so
I knew whatI was getting myself into. I don?t think she was nervous
eitherso I think it worked out fine.
HEIGHTS: How did the conversation go?

did you guys talk about?

CHRISTINA: It was fine?a usual first-timeencounter, smalltalk
conversation. We talked about our summer plans, different
sports, and different interests. We also talkedabout how he
once was attacked by a dog and now doesn?t like them, but I
love dogs. It obviously would never work out between us. It
was a unique experience having to make conversation with
someone you?ve never met before in a date environment.
HEIGHTS: Were

really. The buses were a little
was forced small talk in a close area.

CHRISTINA: Not

because it

HEIGHTS: What was

the

most interesting

STEPHEN: We talkedpretty muchthewhole time.We are both in CSOM
and both from Connecticut so we talkedabout that a bit. It flowed
pretty well, definitely.I didn?t think there were many gaps at all. There
weren?t any deafeningsilences throughout the meal. We talkedabout
some interesting stuff, like applying for stuff at BC and internships.
HEIGHTS: What was the most surprising

thing you learned?

STEPHEN: So she is from Greenwichbut she doesn?t identify with the
Greenwichstereotype. There is a stigma that comes with people coming
fromGreenwichand shesaid she doesn?t represent that.

there any awkward moments?
bit awkward

thing you learned

about your date?
CHRISTINA: We talked about how he once grilled a hermit crab.
We also talked about how we?re both in CSOM.

HEIGHTS: How did you end the

date?

STEPHEN: We took the T back, the Comm. Ave. bus back to the stop
near Lower wherewe met up at first. And we huggedgoodbye. I was
going to Walsh and she was going to 90. So we hugged goodbye in

theLower plaza.

end the evening?

rode back on the T together. We hugged
goodbye when we got back to campus and walked our separate ways.
CHRISTINA: We

dents still be teaching the same people

HEIGHTS: What does the future holdfor
CHRISTINA: I
campus.

extremely important, but while you?re
trying to stop the bleeding of injustice,

you two?

think we?ll say [hi] when we pass each other on

WANT TO GO ON YOuR OWN EAGLE DATE?
CONTACT FEATuRES@BCHEIGHTS.COM

you also have to look for the cure. Service
n

said and done, there is still something
about each person that is the same as
before.
When we return home for the
summer, it is, without a doubt, going
to feel very strange. We will not wake
up to the same person who we have
woken up to for the past 190 days.
We cannot just walk across the hall
to a friend?s room and chat. Over the
summer, we will be hundreds of miles
awayfrom the friends we now spend

every waking minute with.
But do not worry! Thanks to

technology these days, we can text/
call/Skype/Oovoo/Facetime/Facebook
chat with these friends. However,
summertime is the chance to catch
up with old friends from high school
that we may have lost touch with. We
cannot forget about these friends who
were with us through thick and thin.
So grab coffee with them and chat or
hang around the pool and talk about
the past year.

HEIGHTS: What does the future hold for you two?
HEIGHTS: How did you two

I think this can apply to every
student. We have come this far in our
lives and made friends with new people along the way. We have opened
up our minds to new ideas. We have
had countless memories with people
we will still be friends with 10 years
from now. We have made numerous
mistakes. We have learned from those
mistakes. We have struggled. We have

Americanfood.
CHRISTINA: My roommate

HEIGHTS: What

ago.?

achieved. We may have become more
spiritual. We may have become less
spiritual. We may have found ourselves. We may have lost ourselves.

STEPHEN: We walked around Coolidge Corner until we found something, so that was the Coolidge Corner Clubhouse, which serves

feel before the date?

I?m teaching in the prison today, or God
forbid, their children? Is this a cycle we
can do something to stop? I think volunteering is great and direct service that is

and advocacy are both vital.?

NAME: Stephen Sikora
YEAR: 2014
MAJOR: Economics and Finance
FAVORITE HILLSIDE SANDWICH: Back Bay
FAVORITE MOVIE: ?Ocean?s Eleven?

now than we were at the beginning of
freshman year. My friend, Will Flautt,
A&S ?l5, told me, ?Even though I
know I am a different person now,
there is still a little something inside
of me that is the same person I was a
year ago, five years ago, even 10 years

STEPHEN: I?m sure we?ll see each other again at some point. In what
capacity that is, who knows. It was nice to go on a date and meet
someone new at BC.

RATE YOuR DATES
NAME: Christina Assing

NAME: Stephen Sikora

RATE THE DATE ON A
SCALE OF 1-5
(5 BEING BEST)

RATE THE DATE ON A

3

4.5

SCALE OF 1-5

(5 BEING BEST)

As the second semester is coming
to a close, students are planning out
their summers and trying to get the
most of it. These students are looking
for internships, jobs, and vacations.
Hannah Chambless, A&S ?l5, says
her summer is going to be long but
productive. ?I?m going to be working
and my friends are going to be taking
classes so it won?t be like high school
summers where we all lounge around
and do nothing. I?m just going to be
really excited to return to BC in the
fall and see all my friends.?
The last thing students should do
is sit around on the couch all day and
watch TV, because let?s be real, that
gets boring after a while. Make your

summer worthwhile because after the

exclamation of ?I miss you? and ?Can
you believe we?re sophomores?!? your

REAL WORLD

The movie-going experience is a maturation process
RYAN MCGUILL
Last weekend, I finally gave in and surrendered $ll to thebox office behemoth
known as The Hunger Games (The answer
to your question is, ?Yes, I have been living under a rock for the past few months,

and it?s actually pretty comfortableunder
there?). I can?t pinpoint what part of me so
stubbornly refused to go see the movie and
feel coolby casually droppingreferences
like ?Peeta? and ?Mockingjay? into conversation. Maybe it was the kid at the Plex
who, each time he drained a 3-pointer,
would throw threefingers in the air and
shout out ?KATNISS!? (which, after seeing
the movie, makes zero sense whatsoever,
so good job confusing me, obnoxious
shooting guard with more obnoxiousfauxhawk).

Maybe it was the senior citizen within
me that initiallythought The Hunger
Games was in 3D and didn?t want to pay
an extra $4 for the glasses because all they
do is give you a headache the size of Grover Cleveland?s bathtub, and I had to walk
15 miles through the snow for 3D glasses
when I was a kid! Maybe it?s because I
never read the Harry Potter books as a kid
and Ifeel awkward trying to hop onto the
newest book/movie bandwagon (A Series
ofUnfortunate Events never panned out
to be the epic that it was meant to be). Regardless, I went to see The Hunger Games,
and here are a couple of thoughts I took
away from my two hours spent in a movie

theaterwithout a cup holder.
A movie based on a book that you?ve
read will NEVER be as good as you had
hoped. NEVER. Comments like, ?Dude,
they forgot so many important details
from the book,? rank at the top of my pet
peeves list right next to people who say
?YOLO.? Just as the sky is above you and
the earth orbits the sun, one of the most
obviousfacts of the universe is that movies
based off of books simply aren?t as good
as the original.Every reader has a different

experience than the next one while

engrossed in a good book. The airplanes,
bathrooms, crawlspaces in which we read,
the emotionalstate we?re in whilereading,
and thefaces we attach to the characters of
a story (I typically use Owen Wilson as the
protagonist whenever I read, for some odd
reason) all contribute to a unique process
for eachindividual.
In an ideal world, the movie would
meet the reader?s

expectations if the mov-

length equaled thenumber of hours it
took him to read the book. In other words,
if it took you 36 hours to read The Hunger
Games, then your ideal Hunger Games
movie-going experiencewould last for
about a day and a half. If it took you three
weeks to read thelast Harry Potter, then
hey, I guess you shouldn?t pencil in any appointments for the month of July, because
you?ll be on vacation in Regal Cinemas! As
ie?s

you know, this just would not work in life.
So suck it up, stop complaining that ?Peeta
was sooo ugly, he looked like a big toe,?

and accept film adaptations for what they

really are: excuses for studios to rake in
biblical amounts of dough.
My second noteworthytakeaway from

internalizedangst from a devastating
breakup during second period algebra?
The world may never know why the start

my viewing of The Hunger Games is that
if you?re thekid who?s audibly making sarcastic comments during a movie andthe
person in front of you tells you to can it,
then you automaticallybecome the most
horrible person in a 20-mileradius. Fortunately,I had thehonor of being that dude

of our teen years arrives with such terrible
movie-going etiquette. Such is life.

whoturned around and told that little
pre-pubescent goober to STFU, which was
actually one of the most exhilaratingexperiences of my life. Putting it briefly, this
dweebwas providing commentary about
every aspect of the movie that struck him
as being too unrealistic or too corny, and
if his biting critiques didn?t excite any reaction from therest of his squad then he?d
crack a boob joketo get a few chuckles.
Being a natural-born leader,I proudly
spun my head around andoffered some
vulgar, yet authoritative advice for him to
go do something better with his free time.
But I can?t lie, Ifelt like a bit of a
hypocrite after ruining thiskid?s day, and
maybe even his entire life. We?ve all been
therebefore?for me, it was during The
Exorcism of Emily Rose that I decided to be
a jerk when a guy with a handlebar moustache turnedaround and verballypunched
me in the groin. What is it about the
middle school demographic that just loves

The moralthat I?ve come to find from
observations is to ?just watch the
damnmovie.? Which reminds me, I was so
invested in this ?observing? business that I
don?t even remember watching the movie!
Any takersfor this weekend? Don?t speak
to me whilethe movie?s running or I?ll slap
my keen

you.

friends will be dying to know how
your summer played out. So make
sure you have plenty of stimulating
stories for them.
There are also many students
who are staying in Boston for the
summer to take classes or to work.
They get to experiencehow the beau-

tiful BC campus feels in the summer.

They also get to see the new, incoming freshmen, which willprobably
remind them of the time they first
visited BC.
The only reason why freshmen
might want this year to hurry up and
end is so they can live with their best
friends in the same living quarters.
Freshmen are alreadytalking about
how they want to decorate their
rooms for next year. Angela Park,
LSOE ?l5, expressedher thoughts
about her four-man next year: ?Our
room is going to be the bomb-diggity.
We will be making a Target trip to get
all our decorations. Also, my roommates and I have alreadyplanned
what we are each bringing from
home.?
We should enjoy each moment
here at BC because before we know
it, it will be gone.The time spent here
has to be spent to its fullest. Students

photo courtesy of totheroot.org

?The Hunger Games? draws a wide audience.

do not want to lookback on their
college years and wish they had been
more active. People say that college
is the best four years in your life, so
make that happen.

to wreakhavoc in silent movie theaters? Is

biological urge to let everyone else
withinearshot know aboutthe deliciousness of Milk Duds, or is it theresult of
it some

Ryan McGuill is a staff writer for The
Heights. He welcomes comments atfeatures@bcheights.com.

Christine Misdary is a contributorfor
The Heights. She welcomes comments at
features@bcheights.com.
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AN OLD SCHOOL SYSTEM
Many BC students complain about you the outdated UIS system, but
in comparison to other schools, it could be a lot worse than it is
classes are closed. Students recognize

BY JOHANNA GOLDEN
For The Heights
Course registration is arguably the
most stressful time of the semester.
If you are unlucky enough to have a
late, second day pick time, it can be

frustrating when all of the desired

both advantages and disadvantages
of our course registration process,
however, as some feel the process runs
smoothly.
Caroline Kane, A&S ?l5, said that
she thinks our system of registering is
straightforward,and ultimatelycreates
a satisfactory schedule regardless of
pick time. Kane said, ?I had the last
pick time for fall semester and for
spring, so I had to change a lot of

the times that I wanted, but it
all ended up working out.?
The greatest frustration
that students find with the
system is regarding the difficulties of a late pick time.
Garret Arras, CSOM ?l3,
spoke of this issue, saying, ?I
think the best thing about the
course registration process
is that teachers are normally

very understanding about getting you
into their classes, but I really dislike
the pick time process. It seems very
arbitrary and unfair. I know many
friends that have yet to get a pick time

the first day.?
Louise Lonabocker, executive director of Student Services, spoke of
the history of our course registration.
Lonabocker said that our course reg-

universities have more advanced registration systems that include features

such as waitlists and shopping carts.
These systems cost millions of dollars
however, and therefore the administration is seeking to balance this need
with the demand for various other
resources.

istration system has been around since
the late ?9os when computer resources
were not as powerful as they are today.

The University of Southern California also faces the difficulty of creating
a fair and efficient system. A recent article published in The Daily Trojan, the
official newspaper of the university,

The system was created as a means
of distributing classes both fairly and
quickly, and to do so at the convenience of the students. For example,
the system distributes course registration times so as not to interfere with

detailed students? dissatisfaction with
the course registration system. At USC,
student registration times are distributed based on the amount of credits
completed. The course registration
system allows students to register for

students? current class schedules.
In speaking to the advantages and
disadvantages of our course registration system, Lonabocker said, ?The
advantage of ours is that it is fast.
We recognize that it is still the old
mainstream system screen, but
because it is not web-based, the
system is very fast.?
Jenelle McNeill, A&S ?l4,
also spoke of this advantage.
McNeill said, ?My brother?s

a greater number of classes than the
usual per semester amount, and this
has caused a lot of difficulty in regards
to the holding of classes. Students with

his school often
crashed because many people
were allowed to register at
the same time, so I think that
the way our system works
smoothly and quickly is a
definite advantage.?
Lonabocker said that she
recognized that many other

for all students.
At Georgetown University, the
course registration system utilizes
?priority courses,? meaning that during preregistration studentsrank their
class choices in order of preference.
Then the registration system creates a

system at

the earliestregistration times will register for their desired courses and then
will fill theiradditionalcredit space by

?holding? a course for a student with a
later pick time. The flexibilityof USC?s
system has also led to this loophole,
and presents a challengeto the administration of ensuring fair registration

See Registration, B7

4Boston
launches new
advocacy site
BY CATHRYN WOODRUFF
Heights Editor
AllBoston Collegestudents are familiar
with the phrase ?set the world aflame!?
a motivational phrase meant to inspire
students to pursue their passions and push
beyond the norm. For many students, this
means joining groupssuch as Appalachia
and Relay for Life, or jugglingelite internships. Enthralled in the ?BC bubble,? it is
sometimes hard to imagine life off campus
and how one can expand the limits of BC
?

groups.
David Willner, A&S ?l2, however, has
proven that there is more to 4Boston than
the placements. Willner is part of a group
of 4Boston students working with theVolunteer and ServiceLearning Center(VSLC)

that has recently launched the first ever
Advocacy resource for BC students.These
4Boston students were frustrated with the
injustice they witnessed at their volunteer
placements in the city and surrounding
area, and became inspired to create social
change.
Willner, who has been a member of
4Boston for each of his four years at BC,
has personally witnessedthe injustice that
caused him to advocate for social change.
He is currently a Council Leaderfor tutors
at the Suffolk County House of Correction. Here, he has seen innocent people
be detained, denied proper rehabilitation,
peoplepoorly treated. His experienceswith
this prison have contributed to his desire to
change the system of injustice.

Willner had some advocacy experience in high school. Having worked with
a congressman, Willner noted, ?You can
achievesome social change throughpolitical advocacy, but sometimes it?s difficult for
students to get involved because it can be
daunting. Some people don?t know how to
make that step.?
Willing to bridge that gap between
wanting to help people and actually creating change, Willner and others just as
ardent as he about creating visible change
approached the 4Boston Council about
the possibility of creating a website in December. Over winter break, each person
involved tookon one issue and researched
advocacy organizations in Boston that work
on that specific issue.
Once Willner talked to Kate Daly and
Dan Ponsetto in the Volunteer and Service
Learninc Center, he was told that the advocacy website could be made into a BC
website. Thus by connecting it to the BC
network, he was able to legitimatizeit, and
makeit more available to BC students.After

months of work, the website, http://www.
bc.edu/content/bc/offices/service/advocacy.html, was launchedlast week.The creators are now working on publicizing it.
The website offers direct actions that

students can take, such as writing a letter
to their membersof Congress abouthuman
trafficking legislation or signing a petition
opposing the use of solitary confinement.
In addition to a sidebar with information
about upcoming events in Boston that
peoplecould attendsuch as ?Child in Need
of Services(CHINS) Action Day,? the webwoogeon kiM/heights

See Volunteer, B9

Learning outside of the classroom proves fruitful for all who take part
BY THERESE TULLY
Features Editor

Rich Evans, A&S ?l2, who is actually
a history and philosophy major, says he
was drawn to this class for manyreasons.

Boston College?s liberal arts education
offers its students a breadth of courses

that are stimulating and help them to explore almost any interest they may have.
For students in the theaterclass Creative
Dramatics 11, their love of theater is
actualized outside of the four wallsof a
classroom. The class takes the students
out of the classroom and into children?s
schools to exhibit their passion and talent
for theater.
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oF Luke Jorgensen

Student actors bond with schoolchildren.

?I knew that Luke Jorgensen would be
teaching it, that was a big point for me,
as this is my third course with him now,?
Evans said. ?I knew we wouldbe taking
a movie, and he specificallymentioned a
Disney movie, and we would be turning
it into a theater production and performing it for schools in the area.? The class?s
reputation seems to precede it in the
BC community, accordingto Elise Hudson, LSOE ?l2. ?Being a theater major, I
have been hearing about this class since
freshman year, had many friends who
had taken it, including my roommate,?
Hudson said. ?I knew that it was not so
much as ?class? as it was a service experience and opportunity.?
The class takes its students out into
the Boston community to perform for
others in the spirit of sharing theirtalents.
Evans saw this is as a great opportunity to
supplement his time working with 4Boston and PULSE, and to continue working
in the community. He recognized that
with budget cuts in schools, which are
always a looming issue, the arts are usually the first thing to go,and that through

this course, they would be able to bring
theater to local children.
The unique structure of thisclass keeps

it interesting and different. Classes are not
structured as lectures in a big room with a
boring PowerPoint presentation. Hudson
says, ?Classes serve as rehearsals for our

children?s show. Luke runs the rehearsals
and is the show?s director, and he is great
at coming up with creative elements to add
and imaginative fixes to problem areas of
the movie-carbon-copy script.? Jorgensen?s
enthusiasm seems to be a driving force in
this production for both his students and
hisyoung audience.For theater majors and
students who have never taken a theater
class before, Jorgensen finds away to reach
out to everyone in his class. ?I feel like the
biggest thing that he has done is drawnthe
most out of each of us,? Evans said.
Itis hard to decidewhetherthechildren
or students benefit more from the set-up of

this class. ?Luke is unbelievable with kids.
Every showhe is introduces us and gets all
thekids really into it. You can tell that this
is something he cares a lot about and that
makes us care more about it,? Evans said.
In addition to practical experiencein their
show, TheLittle Mermaid,?There is nothing
betterthan seeing kids? faces light up as they
enjoy theatreand get totallywrapped up in
the story,? Hudson said.
The kids? enthusiasm keeps thestudents
interested.?Kids look up to us morethan we
know?l love getting to sit downand meet

the kids after the show and answer their
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BC students take their acting skills, in ?The Little Mermaid,? out into the community.
questions, most of which are directed at
Ariel atfirst andthen theyslowlyremember
thatI am justpretending to be her onstage,
andthenthey ask me questionsaboutmyself
as well,? Hudson says.
The beauty of theshow is that it gives students theopportunity to interact with people
and gain practical experiencein performing

for alldifferent sorts of audiences. Hudson
explained thatthe children get reallycaught
up in the experienceandreally look up to all

BC Ranked Tenth in College Magazine?s ?Hottest Guys? Rating
INSIDE FEATURES
Behindsuch schools as USC, ClemsonUniversity, and BowdoinCollege, BC ranks highly on

of theactors and actresses. ?I?ll get questions
like?Are youreallya mermaid?? ?You can talk
again, now, right?? ?Did you really kiss the
prince? Do your parents know?? and then
?What?s your name is in real life???
Though the semester is wrapping up and
they only have a few more performances
to go, the class will be performing their
rendition of the Disney classic at Arts Fest
so their peers can see what they have been
working on so diligentlyall semester. n
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